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In Memoriam
Tim Starkey
Long-time group manager of HBT, Tim Starkey,
sadly passed away at the end of October 2016

5

In the years that I knew Tim as the manager of HBT, I cannot
really say that I truly knew him. And that is OK. In many ways, he
was both an enigma and a BFF (Best Friend Forever) at the same
time because he seemed to understand me in ways only a close
friend can. Few words needed to be spoken and a simple look could
say it all.
Tim was certainly an industry friend to me, an authentic one,
which can feel like a rarity in business. He was someone who knew
me almost better than I knew myself, at least when it came to putting together a publication for the hardware industry.
I remember an early gathering of HBT in NSW, over 16 years ago.
It was small in number but big in personality, as many HBT events
were back then and continue to be today. Except that the numbers
have grown a lot since then.
As an editor and member of the media, I often get invited to
industry events but sometimes it feels like a sense of obligation
(understandably) by the companies that invite you. Our presence
can make people feel a little uncomfortable.
It was never like this at HBT. From the very beginning, I felt a
genuine embrace by the group and this was mainly because of
Tim. People followed his lead. And I always understood HBT’s
important place in the industry, as one of the few legitimately independent alternatives to the corporate and semi-corporate retail
groups that exist now.
When we started HNN (Hardware News Network), Tim and
HBT were one of our first major supporters. Tim was enthusiastic
at the prospect of an all-digital publication about the hardware
industry. He was a very early adopter and understood clearly the
benefits that a digital magazine could bring – before many others
did.
Some of the improvements we made to HNN are a direct result
of some of Tim’s comments. I knew him well enough to know that
his comments are usually well considered and thought through so
I took them seriously.
In many ways, many of our future editions should be dedicated
to Tim because of the influence he had on us, and our work. We
didn’t always agree on everything and that was OK too.
But I know Tim would not have wanted us to dedicate any issues
to him alone because that is not his style. Instead, I will smile
when think of his actual last words to me during the gala dinner
at the national HBT conference back in May. He said: “Go away,
Betty” as I tried to get some final comments for the story.
More than that, I will treasure the brief email he sent me shortly
following that night. It was warm, gracious, encouraging and
incredibly kind – and will remain private.
Private words from a private person. That is who Tim Starkey is
to me. He was a true friend from the industry and will remain one
in spirit.
Betty Tanddo
Publisher
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Happier days: Tim Starkey (left) and Gavin Keane
on the cover of HI News in May 2016. To view this
issue, please use the link below.
http://hnn.bz/hinews-2-8.pdf
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Bunnings chose a recent networking forum
run by BHETA (British
Home Enhancement
Trade Association) to
outline plans for the
roll out of the brand in
the UK and Ireland.
In a presentation held
at the Ricoh Arena in
Coventry, Bunnings UK
and Ireland managing director PJ Davis
revealed that the first
Bunnings Warehouse
pilot store would open
mid-February at St Albans in Hertfordshire.
This will be followed
by at least three more
pilot stores by the end
of June as the company phases out the
Homebase brand, and
a further four to six by
the end of 2017.
Industry publication,
Horticulture Week
reports that Mr Davis
said the pilot would
have a “wider assortment than anything
you’ve seen in this
country before”. The
UK pilots will also have
the warehouse format.
He added:
All the (range) changes we’re going to make
we’ve made.
Duvets and cups and
saucers have been
replaced by a lot more
home improvement,
timber, hardware and
storage. Mr Davis said:

AUD90 million turnover, “but in the UK
15 minutes doesn’t get
you far”. He added:
We probably need a
few more stores. I just
don’t think they will be
as big. We’ll convert a
few pilots to find out
what customers really
want then convert a lot
more. We also expect
to build new stores and
take over other properties, which is cheaper
than converting our
own stores.
In terms of pricing,
P.J. Davis, managing director of Bunnings UK
Mr Davis said it will
We’ll buy where we
out of date. There are
be “very difficult” to
can get best value and also distribution, legal, put prices up because
the best innovative
property and head of- wages are not rising as
product. It’s not just
fice issues to separate fast as inflation.
value, it’s easy to use.
from previous owner
Many UK import
We’ll source from wher- Home Retail Group.
prices have risen by up
ever…
Mr Davis believes the to 20% post-Brexit and
Mr Davis also said he UK has a GBP38 billion retailers and suppliers
and finance director
(AUD68.2 billion) grow- are debating on who
Rodney Boys made
ing DIY market. He
should bear the brunt
some mistakes this
said Homebase stores of the increases. Mr
year when adding
are generally the right Davis said:
GBP80 million (AUD132 size and in the right
Inflation is going to
million) of product
places but he wants to be driven by exchange
to stop out-of-stock
add new builds as well rates not wages, which
issues. He said:
as conversions.
makes it very difficult
We were not going to
Mr Davis said
to put prices up. If we
allow empty shelves. In the 200,000sq ft. or
put prices up, less will
some cases there was
145,000sq ft. average
be sold. If wages were
too much stock. Some
Bunnings warehouse
going up and there
stores were a bit messy. in Australia is too big
was more disposable
Mr Davis told 350
for Britain because
income, it would be a
BHETA members there it is “hard to drive
good reason for prices
is a “big job to be done” around here”. He said
to move.
at Homebase, with
Australian stores have
He said pricing is
areas such as tills and a 15.5-minute drive
about trust because
systems up to 20 years time ideally, and up to
continues next page
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Bunnings UK looking to suppliers
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There is an opportunity for garden suppliers to add to a broader
offer being introduced
by Wesfarmers-owned
Bunnings UK, according to Horticulture
Week.
Phase one of the new
Bunnings-branded
offer will be introduced
over the next three-tofive years to “combine
essential local elements with the best
of Bunnings to build
new business”. This
will include more local
sourcing, including
plants.
The warehouse format will include “lowest prices, wider choice
with trusted brands
and great service”.
Opening hours could
be extended, and Bunnings will aim at trade
as well as consumer
customers, becoming
more of a builders’
merchant format.

The “always low prices” approach will mean
not having discounter-style seasonal plant
promotions and having
more customer-facing
staff. There will be
higher stock weights
and wider assortments,
including for plants
and gardening goods.

standards to Homebase, with refits likely.
Bunnings stores are
refitted every five or
six years.
Long-term growth
will be through a
stronger team, better
stock flow, higher
productivity and
deeper community

customer experience,
greater brand reach
and more merchandise
innovation, which will
be led by big brands.
Rival B&Q has moved
towards own brands in
recent years.
Store closures have
also stopped but
Bunnings UK will

Wesfarmers will prioritise bringing higher
store merchandising

involvement. This will
all include more customer value, a better

not consider any new
outlets until the pilots
are working. Omagh in

Northern Ireland is the
latest of 18 stores to be
reprieved within the
chain after a renegotiation of tenancy.
Bunnings UK managing director Peter
Davis and finance
director Rodney Boys
are leading a team that
includes general managers Craig Castelino
(merchandise), Shane
Mealor (store development), Craig Wallace
(operations) and Keith
Murray (marketing).
Property general manager Andrew Mason
is ex-Halfords and
Wickes. HR general
manager Martina Kay
is ex-Marks & Spencer.
goo.gl/xwqbpe

Bunnings at BHETA (cont.)
people can search
prices instantly on the
internet.
They know when
you’re ripping them off.

father taught him how
to change a tap washer
and car tyre but
younger customers are
no longer taught these
tasks. Mr Davis said:
Online
We don’t do online
transactions in AusMr Davis said Buntralia.
nings’ website was in
He said customers
the top five in Austra- don’t like them and
lia with 130 million hits trust Bunnings to have
but bunnings.com.au
product in stock so
is all about pre-shop
there is no need for
and advice with its 760 click and collect. They
how-to videos.
also enjoy store visits
He explained how his “but this market is dif-

ferent. It will be a fully were “very arrogant”
transitional site”.
and Bunnings would
not show the same
Lessons from
attitude in the UK.
Masters
He said that he did
not want his buyers to
Mr Davis said
try and develop innoBunnings had learnt
vation:
from Lowe’s setting
We’re hopeless at
up Masters as a failed it and so are a lot of
rival to in Australia. He other retailers in this
said this was “one if the country…I want them
most expensive case
[my buyers] to work out
studies in the world
how to sell more.
when Lowes took us
Mr Davis said he
on”, adding that they
wanted DeWalt or
lost AUD3 billion and
Bosch to wake up
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thinking, “How can we
make better drills for
less money?”
Mr Davis also sees
advantages in older
British homes with
40% being over 50
years old, in contrast
to Australia’s newer
homes.
https://goo.gl/ZwLGsu
https://goo.gl/dpuIC7

big box
update
Bigger replacement Bunnings in Shepparton
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Bunnings plans to
build a brand new, larger facility on Benalla
Road in the regional
town of Shepparton
(VIC).
The store’s larger
facility, with more
car parking, space
and jobs comes on
the back of several
other major projects
in the area — the $70
million magistrate’s
court precinct, the $40
million Shepparton
Art Museum and the
relocation of the Coles
Express service station
to Riverside Plaza at
Shepparton’s southern
entrance.
The investment
should augur well for
a growing city. It also
poses some questions
— what will become of
the old Bunnings site?
https://goo.gl/xjXivR

Community uses
According to a recent
article in the Gold
Coast Bulletin, there
are some interesting
possibilities for empty
Bunnings stores in
Queensland, with local
councillors checking
out the recycling of
large empty bulk goods
stores.
For example, the
former Bunnings
Warehouse in Burleigh
(QLD) has been earmarked for conversion
to a community centre
by Cr Pauline Young.
The councillor confirmed she was running the ruler over the
store, which has been
tipped by property
industry insiders as a
possible facility for the
staging of the Commonwealth Games. She
said:
We’re running very

Bunnings proposed location illutrated with green arrow. Red markers are Bunnings
stores..
tight on community
number of groups
out and design somecentres in Burleigh and using council’s comthing and this store
would like to think that munity centres booms, has already got car
post-Commonwealth
with five new centres parking which is not
Games we would be
opening in the past
metered so with a large
able to put something four years. Cr Young
number retirees looktogether. It’s only very also said buying a bulk ing to use a community
early days as far as the goods centre offered
centre that’s perfect.
process goes…
other benefits.
https://goo.gl/CEThis comes as the
We don’t want to go
M7Af

Bunnings gets second zoning review at Tura Beach, NSW
Another zoning
review will be made of
Bunnings-owned land
at Tura Beach (NSW)
after the big box retailer asked council for its
support.
The review request
follows the NSW Department of Planning
and Environment’s
gateway determination that a change of
zoning to B5 business,
be refused. It is not the
first time that owners of the land have
tried to get the zoning
changed without

success, according
to Merimbula News
Weekly.
Some of the issues
raised by NSW Planning were that the
proposal did not fit
council’s view of Tura
Beach as a village and
the “primacy role of
Bega” which it said
was a “major regional
centre”.
The matter will be
taken to the Joint Regional Planning Panel
(JRRP). Director of
planning and environment, Andrew Woodley

said that it was counited on this land, he
https://goo.gl/
cil’s submission going explained.
J6QXHn
to the JRPP that, if
successful, would go as
a recommendation to
the state government.
If the government
agrees to let the matter
proceed, the rezoning
would be publicly
exhibited and receive
submissions.
Only then, after a
successful rezoning
would Bunnings be in
a position to lodge an
application as development of this type
Green arrow indicates planned location of Bunnings at
is currently prohibTura Beach.
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big box
update
Bunnings opens in Geelong’s east
A Bunnings Warehouse is welcoming
customers in Leopold
(VIC), a eastern suburb
of Geelong. The new
store is part of the
region’s $72 million
Gateway Plaza retail
expansion.
Special guest and
Geelong Cats premiership captain Cameron
Ling joined Bunnings
managing director
Michael Schneider

and staff at the official
opening of the $28
million facility.
Store manager Mick
Gann said he and his
team were looking
forward to serving
locals at the store and
lending a helping hand
in community projects.
He told the Geelong
Advertiser:
Team members have
supported a number
of community groups

already, working
together to assist
in local community
projects — including
giving Leopold Football
Club’s social rooms a
paint job, new blinds
and awnings as well as
supplying materials for
clubroom renovations
at Moolap Tennis Club.
Work on the Gateway Plaza expansion
continues, with other
and discount supermajor tenants Kmart
market chain ALDI to

open soon.
https://goo.gl/r7SFQo

No go for Bunnings at Coolum
10

Bunnings has been
Sunshine Coast
denied on the third
councillors unaniattempt to develop a
mously voted against
store at Coolum (QLD). a 5850sqm Bunnings

interest prior to the
item being discussed
and voted on, but it
was a rejection for
the big box retailer
who had failed in two
previous applications
on the site.
Scale of the development and visual
amenity were two of
the main reasons for
rejection outlined by
Warehouse in the area. Division 9 councillor
Mayor Mark JaSteve Robinson, in
mieson declared a
seeking support from
perceived conflict of
his councillors to back
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the officers’ recommendations to reject
the proposal.
Almost 1000 submissions were received
on the proposal with
strong opposition
from the local community concerned about
the size of the project
and the impact on
local jobs it may have.
https://goo.gl/
ndzwMs

big box
update

Bunnings Yarrawonga opens soon
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Local newspaper, The
Yarrawonga Chronicle toured the new
Bunnings Yarrawonga
store prior to its official
opening.
A typical warehouse
operation, it has an
extensive garden and
outdoor furniture
range, paint supplies,
a large tool shop and
a two-lane trade drive
thru. In line with the
retailer’s commitment
to sustainability, Bunnings Yarrawonga will
implement a number
of energy and water
saving design features
including energy
efficient lighting and
rainwater harvesting
tanks.
The new store forms
part of the redevelop-

ment of the Kaiela Industrial Estate on the
Murray Valley Highway in Victoria and is
more than 6,000sqm in
size. Development of
Bunnings Yarrawonga
represents an investment of more than
$10 million including a
lease commitment, fit
out and stock.
Deb Thompson has
been appointed store
manager and will
oversee over 70 staff.
She said:
Team members have
supported a number
of community groups
already, working together to assist in local
community projects
including refurbishing
the Fairy Garden, building a Mud Kitchen and

raising
garden
beds at
Yarrawonga Kindergarten
as well as
refurbishing the
school veggie garden,
fertilising,
weeding
and mulching the
garden bed
and fruit
trees and
installing
Bunnings Yarrawonga indicated by orange circle at top of map. Red markers
are other Bunnings stores.
a garden
shed at
Sacred Heart Primary $11.5 million earlier this https://goo.gl/0ebeok
School.
year.
Bunnings Yarrawonga
was sold to Chinese
https://goo.gl/
investors for a reported mVL8yg

Bunnings Bathurst on the market
Bunnings Warehouse
at Bathurst (NSW) has
been offered for sale
with a price tag that

could hit $26 million
The potential buyer
and serve as a key indi- will be bidding for
cator for the regional
Bunnings Bathurst,
property market.
knowing it is secured

by a newly signed
12-year net lease to the
big box retailer, with
options out to 2077.
Bunnings Property
Group have exclusively
appointed Stonebridge
Property Group’s Philip Gartland and William Blanch to sell the
14,000sqm hardware
store that was purchased just a few years
ago and expanded by
another 5900sqm.
Stonebridge director Mr Gartland said
he expected strong
interest from high net
worth investors. Only
seven Bunnings Warehouses being taken to
market in 2016. He told
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the Financial Review:
The 2015 expansion of
Bunnings Warehouse
Bathurst saw the gross
lettable area of the
store increase by 72%.
This reinvestment by
Bunnings highlights
the store’s strong
performance and the
dominance of the site
on which it sits.
Bunnings Bathurst is
likely to sell on a yield
between 5.5 to 6%.
https://goo.gl/TXgGmW

indie update
in this
update:
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Tradelink put on
notice by Fletcher?

start text
Plumbing and
bathroom
retail group,
Tradelink
needs to
improve its
performance

The 200-store Tradelink network may be
the next hardware
and building products
business to have a new
owner if its performance doesn’t improve
by the end of FY
2016-17, according to a
report in the Financial
Review.
Tradelink sells
plumbing and bathroom supplies to trade
customers in Australia
with an estimated 18%
of the market, a distant
second to Reece. Reece
has around 50% of the
market and a market
capitalisation of $4.4
billion on the ASX.
New Zealand-headquartered Fletcher
Building is the owner

of Tradelink, and
signalled at its recent
investor day that if the
business doesn’t improve its performance,
it may be put up for
sale.
Morgan Stanley analyst James
Rutledge said that
management had
indicated that “Tradelink performance has
been disappointing to
date, and that a sale of
the business may be
considered” should the
division not achieve
earnings of NZD20
million (approximately AUD19 million) in
2016-17.
Tradelink is undertaking a turnaround
program to try and lift

returns in an Australian plumbing market,
which general manager
Alan Ball said in an
earlier presentation
in April, remains an
attractive industry.
Tradelink is part way
through spending
AUD10 million on 60
new stores over three
years. The major focus
of that expansion is
an additional 26 stores
in NSW and 23 in
Queensland. During
the company’s presentation in April, Mr Ball
forecast earnings of between AUD24 million
to AUD28 million from
Tradelink for 2016-17.
Mr Ball is also
overseeing a strategy
shift, where Tradelink
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is moving away from
supplying large construction projects and
towards small-to-medium enterprises
that are involved in
renovations, smaller
construction projects
and maintenance.
The “payback” time
for the extra investment was outlined
as two years in the
April presentation.
Independent operators
make up about 31% of
the total AUD4 billion
plumbing market in
Australia. Tradelink’s
annual sales are about
AUD730 million.
https://goo.gl/iQjwOC
https://goo.gl/
UUx7BN

Sponsored by

statistics
Hardware retail sales
September 2016
a few
quick stats:
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The Houzz
“Houzz &
Home” survey
of renovations
conducted in
2015 is out.
Among the
findings:
46% listed
“staying in
current home”
as the main
reason for
renovating
Average total
spend on
renovations
was $68,300
The maximum
average
was spent
by people
between 35
and 54 years
old. It was
$80,300
The kitchen
was the most
popular reno

The Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS)
has released retail
figures for September
2016.
For its retail statistics, HNN prefers
to use what the ABS
refers to as “flow”
numbers, which are
those which have not
been put through any
kind of modelling for
seasonal adjustment or
chain measures. That
modelling has a very
good purpose, which is
to make a single data
point, the most recent
numbers, make sense
in “scoring” current
performance, and indicating future trends
– something Government departments are
heavily involved in.
Our purpose is
really to provide a
historical review, for
both retailers and
suppliers. We use the
raw, pure statistics so
that businesses can
compare their results
with what the overall
industry is doing, and
draw some conclusions about their
performance. Even a
very simple modelling,
such as adjusting for
inflation (which, we
would argue, affects
the hardware sector
in a very different way
from other consumer
segments), would sim-

ply complicate this use.
The graphs on this
page illustrate the
year-to-date figures.
Graph 2, which shows
the hardware retail totals for the 12-months
to September going
back to 2008. Graph 1

shows the percentage
change of those same
numbers.
Looking at the columns in Graph 2, it is
fairly easy to see that
growth over the past
nine years appears to
be in three stages. In

2008, 2009 and 2010,
there is very moderate
growth, in line with
concerns over the global financial crisis (GFC)
and its effect on both
property values and
the overall economy.
The second period,

Graph 1: Retail sales for hardware year to September, percentage change

Graph 2: Retail sales for hardware year to September, state/territory figures
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2011, 2012 and 2013, sees
an increase in growth.
Looking at Graph 1, it
can be seen that the
location of the growth
during any particular year varies quite
widely. In 2011, Victoria
(VIC) had a surge in
growth, while New
South Wales (NSW),
Queensland (QLD)
and Western Australia
(WA) had moderate
growth. In the next
year, WA and VIC
effectively swapped
place in growth terms,
and in 2013 QLD and
WA made up for lower
growth in NSW and
VIC.
The third period, 2014,
2015, and 2016, sees an
even steeper increase
in growth. In 2014
the position of 2013 is
swapped, with NSW
and VIC providing
good growth, while
QLD and WA lag. In
2015 the growth story
changes quite radically.
The growth rates consolidate, for all states
and territories, into a
range between 0% and
15%. This convergence
only increases for 2016,
with the rates now in a

0% to 10% range.
The situation that
has developed over
the past two years, of
converging, stable, positive rates of growth,
is a positive trend
for retailers. While
continued stronger
growth would be even
better, this kind of
steady growth helps
with managing key
details of the supplychain, such as how
much stock to order to
service estimated demand. This, of course,
also helps suppliers,
who can more easily
predict how much
product they should
make available.
What does this
convergence mean?
When the differences
between states and
territories decrease,
this typically means
that there are external,
Australia-wide forces
at work that are more
powerful than any localised forces. The two
main drivers behind
consumer retail spending on hardware are
usually assumed to be
availability of finance,
either from savings or

credit; and house prices, with higher house
prices making investments by homeowners
in their dwellings seem
a reasonable risk to
take.
Two graphs provided by the Reserve
Bank of Australia
(RBA) suggest some
possible sources of
this stability. Graph 3
shows housing starts
as contrasted with the
nominal mortgage rate.
(The “nominal” rate includes an adjustment
for inflation.) Graph
4 shows seasonally
adjusted housing price
growth in Australia’s
four largest cities. It
is possible to interpret these graphs as
indicating that overall
low interest rates have
made mortgages more
affordable, which has
helped to trigger more
dwelling construction,
and this has led to
more stabilised prices
in the housing market.
To get a more accurate picture, we would
need to look at around
another half-dozen
information sources,
but these graphs pro-

Graph 3: RBA’s graph of mortgage rates and housing starts

Graph 4: RBA’s graph of housing price growth in major
cities
vide some guidance.
form presented here
It is also true that the can be helpful.
relationship between
demand at the level of
hardware retail and
dwelling prices, mortgage rates and building
starts is a complex
one. However, looking
at these factors in the
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Hitachi to sell Hitachi
Koki power tools
in this
update:
start text
Husqvarna
signs battery
deal with BMZ
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Fiskars cuts
jobs
DeWalt is
targeting
landscapers
Stanley Black
& Decker is
seeking buyers
for its locks
business
Hitachi selling
off power tool
division

Hitachi is preparing
to unload its power
tools and semiconductor fabrication equipment businesses.
It is focusing resources on infrastructure
and information
technology, and related
services such as maintenance, management
and consulting as part
of efforts to streamline its sprawling
operations and clarify
its business philosophy. Hitachi’s power
tools and chipmaking
machinery operations
focus more on the sale
of equipment than
on services and the
company has decided
that they do not fit the
broader group strategy.
Hitachi and its
Hitachi Koki unit
together own more
than half of Hitachi
Koki’s outstanding
shares, including
treasury stock held by
the power tool maker.
Hitachi has initiated a
bidding process with
a goal of unloading
the stake by the first
half of 2017. The sale
could total more than
50 billion yen (AUD632
million). US investment fund Carlyle
Group is among those
interested.
Plans to sell Hitachi
Kokusai’s chipmaking

equipment business
could also happen next
year. Hitachi could
first buy all of Hitachi
Kokusai’s remaining
shares on the market
via a tender offer,
before spinning off the
chipmaking equipment
business. Then it could
directly sell a portion
of its stake in the unit
to another company.
Hitachi is involved in
a wide range of businesses, a factor that
hurt earnings during
the 2008 financial crisis. It got back on track
after chairman Hiroaki
Nakanishi and other
executives clearly laid
out a new focus on
infrastructure and IT.
Hitachi also hopes
that the sale will
breathe new life into

restructuring efforts
some say have stalled.
It accepted investments by SG Holdings
and Mitsubishi UFJ
Financial Group this
year in its logistics and
leasing arms, respectively. It will continue
pursuing reforms for
non-core businesses,
including selling them
off.

Restructuring
process
Hitachi sold its harddrive business in 2012
and spun off operations in liquid crystal
display panels, to
create a revenue base
competitive with companies such as General
Electric.
In 2014, the Japanese
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company relisted electronics maker Hitachi
Maxell that had been
made a wholly owned
subsidiary back in 2010.
It turned its business
in thermal power
generation systems
into a joint venture
with Mitsubishi Heavy
Industries in 2014, and
its air conditioning
business into a joint
venture with US-based
Johnson Controls in
2015.
https://goo.gl/o72Ytq
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sign battery deal
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Husqvarna Group and BMZ GmbH, a system provider for
intelligent battery solutions, recently entered into a strategic partnership agreement. It covers development and
manufacturing of future-generation Lithium-ion batteries
for Husqvarna’s forestry, lawn and garden products.
In order to drive the penetration of battery-powered
products, Husqvarna and BMZ will work on creating battery
and charger products for Husqvarna Group. Pavel Hajman,
president of Husqvarna said:
With this agreement, we will take our current relationship
to a strategic cooperation with the aim to claim a leadership
position through development of differentiating technologies, as well as cost-competitive battery-powered products
for our industry.
BMZ has established a leading position in the Lithium-ion
rechargeable battery market and is currently Husqvarna’s
largest supplier of battery packs.
To facilitate the agreement, a joint operation has been set
up at BMZ’s premises in Karlstein, Germany, with personnel from both Husqvarna and BMZ. Sven Bauer, managing
director of BMZ said:
We are very excited to be part of this journey as our teams
will work side by side with a holistic view on everything from
research through development and manufacturing automation.
https://goo.gl/IlyhRJ

Fiskars to cut 130 jobs
Finland-based Fiskars said it plans to restructure its
operations that will see the elimination of around 130 jobs
globally. The company currently employs more than 9,000
workers worldwide and has operations in 32 countries.
The job reductions will take place next year and will not
affect production and distribution centre units. Fiskars
said that the goal of the restructuring program is to reduce
annual costs by 14 million euros (AUD20 million).
It will also see Fiskars organise the company into two business units starting in 2017. The new Living unit will include
flatware and kitchenware brands Iittala, Rorstrand, Royal
Copenhagen, Waterford, Wedgwood and Royal Albert.
The Functional unit will include home and garden tool
brands Fiskars, Gerber and Gilmour.
https://goo.gl/KCKBbw
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DeWalt servicing landscapers
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DeWalt continues
to grow its range
of 40V MAX* battery-powered outdoor
equipment with the
new 6-Pack Charging
Station (DCB116) and
Pole Hedge Trimmers
(DCHT895 family).
The 40V MAX means
the maximum initial battery voltage
(measured without a
workload) is 40 volts.
Nominal voltage is 36.
The 6-Pack Charging

external elements and
landscaping debris. It
provides an organised
storage solution for
DeWalt 40V MAX batteries and is optimised
for transport with
carrying handles.
The Pole Hedge Trimmer is designed to cut
through a variety of
landscape overgrowth
including medium and
tall hedges as well as
Station is designed to
45 minutes. Once one
large bushes. With a
charge the batteries
battery is charged, the cut-rate equivalent to
necessary to powcharger will automati- that of competitive
er DeWalt outdoor
cally switch to the next gas-powered units, the
power equipment and battery, choosing the
22” dual-reciprocating,
eliminate the need
battery closest to full
laser cut blades offer
for 2-cycle gas mix on
charge.
sharp shearing with a
landscaping trucks.
Each battery comcut capacity of up to
It can sequentially
partment includes
1” thick branches. It
charge up to six 40V
indicators showing
features a telescoping
MAX batteries at a fast its charging status.
shaft for trimming in
rate.
The 6-Pack Charging
compact spaces when
Each DeWalt 7.5Ah
Station is water resis- retracted, as well as in
battery charges in
tant and includes a
many hard-to-reach
under an hour, and
cover to help protect
areas when fully exeach 6.0Ah battery in
the batteries from
tended.

An articulating head
allows the user to
manoeuvre the Pole
Hedge Trimmer to a
variety of angles, cutting in eight different
positions, adjusted
by 15-degree increments. This trimmer
provides a runtime of
over three hours when
paired with a 7.5Ah
40V MAX battery pack
(DCHT895X1).
Equipped with the
brushless motor and
removable gear case
cover, the Pole Hedge
Trimmer allows for
easy serviceability and
can eliminate gas-related maintenance issues.
Both products will be
available in early 2017.
https://goo.gl/43PcBP

Stanley Black & Decker offloading locks
Power tool maker
Stanley Black & Decker
is working with investment bank Goldman
Sachs Group on a sale
process for its mechanical locks business,
which could fetch as
much as USD1 billion
(AUD1.3 billion), according to people familiar
with the matter.
The divestiture
process for the unit,
which sells and installs
locking mechanisms
and keying systems,
would allow Stanley
to raise cash by selling

what it sees as a noncore asset.
The business has not
performed as well as
competitors with more
scale such as Allegion
and Assa Abloy, and
Stanley has been more
focused on growing
its electronic security
systems.
The locks business
has 12-month earnings
before interest, taxes,
depreciation and amortisation (EBITDA) of
around USD70 million
(AUD91.2 million),
sources told Reuters.

Asked by an analyst
recently about the
company’s review of
its security business,
Stanley chief executive Jim Lore would
only say that “it will
play out in the coming
months, and that could
be another source of
funds if it goes in that
direction”.
Mechanical Access
Solutions, together
with its Convergent
Security Solutions,
and Stanley Access
Technologies, make up
the Stanley Security
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Solutions platform.
The business provides
integrated access
control and security
solutions for institutional, commercial, and
industrial businesses
and organisations.

Its brands include
Stanley, Best, Safemasters, K2, Precision, OmniLock, and Sargent &
Greenleaf.
https://goo.gl/
sWdW4T

retail update
Mitre 10 New Zealand
produces good results
in this
update:
Retailers
blame Masters’
liquidation sale
for below-par
results
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IKEA opens
online store
– but only for
Tasmania
M10 New
Zealand
produces good
results

Profit at Mitre 10
owner-operator stores the Fletcher BuildNew Zealand has
maintained their gross ing-owned Placemaksoared as a result of
margins at about 38%. ers, driving demand
a lower wage bill and
Chief executive Neil
for building, hardware
growing consumer
Cowie said:
and garden supplies.
demand, according
Our financials show
Government figures
to National Business
Mitre 10 is doing exshow retail spending
Review.
tremely well in a com- on those products rose
The Auckland-based petitive retail and trade 10% to NZD6.74 billion
hardware retailer post- environment. We’re
in the year ended June
ed a profit of NZD3.2
extremely pleased with 30, or 8.6% when admillion, up from just
the overall growth and justed for inflation.
NZD106,000 in 2015
direction of the cooper- Mitre 10 sold its
when it spent
more on land
and rent for
future stores,
with wholesale revenue
rising 8.7%
to NZD766.9
million. While
that was sold
at a lower
gross margin
of 9.8% than
the 12.3%
achieved in
2015, Mitre
10 NZ cut its
wage bill by
24% to NZD30
million in the
Mitre 10 Mega Store, New Zealand. Source: Bayleys
year.
Mitre 10’s income
ative and have been in Whangarei, Rotorua
from selling services
the process of impleand Whangaparaoa
to members rose 53%
menting transformastores during the perito NZD15 million and
tional changes in our
od for NZD8.3 million
rental income almost
business to ensure this at a loss of NZD164,000,
doubled to NZD1.8
success will continue.
and a further store was
million.
The current state of
sold after the balance
In a statement, Mitre New Zealand’s propdate.
10 said sales from its
erty market has been
Mitre 10’s members
stores rose 9.4% to
a boon for hardware
voted for a capital
NZD1.24 billion, imply- chains such as Mitre 10, restructure in April
ing margins for the 81 Bunnings, Carters and requiring each store
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member to increase
their NZD75,000
share subscription to
NZD100,000, though
the conversion of other
share classes meant
only NZD122,000 of
new equity was raised.
The members also
voted to increase the
directors’ remuneration to NZD600,000,
including all fees from
additional
committee work.
That was
the first
increase
in directors’ fees
for five
years, over
which time
revenue
increased
52%.
Stores
owned
by Mitre
10’s board
accounted
for about
NZD208.8
million, or 27.2%, of the
company’s sales, up
from NZD181 million,
or 25.5%, a year earlier.
https://goo.gl/IkKylM
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Retailers blame Masters sale
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A number of retailers
including Super Retail
Group and Beacon
Lighting have referred
to the Masters inventory sale as having an
impact on recent sales
results. However it has
not affected sales at
The Good Guys.
Super Retail Group
chief executive Peter
Birtles acknowledged
the increasingly tough
retail environment
in Australia as he
unveiled a positive
trading update for the
first 16 weeks of the
financial year. He said:
Sales performance
in the automotive
categories within
the Supercheap Auto
business has been solid,

however, competitor
clearance activity in
the hardware retail
sector has
had a negative impact
on sales in
the business
tools categories.
Mr Birtles
said negative impact
was likely
to continue
throughout
the first
half, but
Supercheap
Auto’s market share
could grow in the second half.
https://goo.gl/cOvyjJ

Last month, Beacon
Lighting chief exec-

Masters. Price slashing of lighting stock
at Masters saw a
15% slump in sales
for the brand. He
said:
They’re pushing pretty hard
in all categories,
not just lighting.
We’ve seen discounting increase
over time...and we
are doing everything we can to be
as competitive as
possible. But it’s a
short term issue
and they’ll be
done and dusted
utive Glen Robinson
by December 11.
told shareholders at its https://goo.gl/cG7sG4
annual general meetThe chief executive
ing that it continued
of The Good Guys
to monitor trading at
retail chain said there

has been little impact on trading from
Masters’ inventory sale
because much of it was
older stock that was
unappealing to many
customers.
CEO Michael Ford
said sales hadn’t been
affected by the sharp
discounting of whitegoods, appliances and
core hardware ranges
by Masters because
they were largely
entry-level items in
whitegoods and older
lines that weren’t the
latest products. Mr
Ford told the Financial
Review: “The inventory
they’re unloading is
dated”.
https://goo.gl/
H6GUhC

Tassie gets IKEA online store
IKEA has launched
its online store in
Australia, but only
shoppers in Tasmania
will be able to use the
e-commerce platform –
for now.
Tasmania was the
only Australian state
without an IKEA store
and shoppers had
to use a mail order
service if they wanted
to order products from
the retailer. Now they
can place orders online
from ikea.com.au and
“click and collect” from
pickup points in Hobart or Launceston.
The products will be
shipped from the IKEA

store in Melbourne.
According to Fairfax,
if demand proves
strong, the retail giant
will open a physical
store in the
southern
state that
will carry
around
2000 of
IKEA’s most
popular
products.
Multichannel manager Michael Donath said
in a statement:
The new service also
allows for more peace
of mind with secure
online payments, as

Orders will be sourced
from the IKEA store in
Canberra and delivery
will also be offered to
regional New South
Wales centres
like Albury, Wagga Wagga and
Goulburn.
The online
portal is part of
what the retailer
is calling its
“multichannel
strategy”, which
according to
Shoppers in the Aus- Fairfax, will involve the
tralian Capital Territo- opening of up to anry will be granted acother five large-format
cess to the IKEA online stores and up to eight
shopping experience at smaller format outlets
the end of November. and pick-up points for
well as the ability for
customers to track
their order and select
a preferred date for
collection.
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online orders.
The multi-channel
strategy will be gradually rolled out to other
states over the next
year, buoyed by new
stores in Queensland,
which will improve
fulfilment in areas in
the north of the state,
and a new $155 million
70,000sqm multi-function distribution centre in Sydney, which
will enhance capacity
and delivery speed.
https://goo.gl/utIUrb
https://goo.gl/G1xgi3

companies
DuluxGroup full-year
results FY2015/16
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Sales revenues
showed
limited growth,
due to lowermargin mix
of products
sold, costs of
new product
introduction,
and Masters’
liquidation sale
EBIT improved
on sales

Australian household paint and building
Mr Houlihan said that the weaker than usual
products company DuluxGroup (Dulux) has re- growth was a result of a number of factors. A
ported its results for FY2015/16. The results were major one was that the renovation and repaint
overall modestly positive, with the company
market (stated as 75% of Dulux’s market volume
itself describing them as “solid”. Sales revenue
for paint, 65% for the company overall, accordfor the year was $1716.3 million, up by 1.69% on
ing to the current annual report) fell by 4.5%
the previous corresponding period (pcp), which during FY2015/16. While the trade sector of this
was FY2014/15. Earnings before interest and
market grew, the retail sector declined. Contribtaxation (EBIT), excluding non-recurring items, uting factors included:
rose by 4.52% on the pcp to reach $201.1 million. • A change in product mix, specifically higher
Net profit after taxation (NPAT), excluding
sales in low-end paint through retail channon-recurring items, increased by a similar pernels
centage to reach $130.4 million. In Dulux’s paint • Promotional discounts used to launch Duand coatings division, sales increased by 2.27%
lux’s new variant on its Wash & Wear paint
over the pcp, to reach $890.6 million, while the
• Discount paint sales which resulted from the
division’s EBIT, excluding non-recurring items,
liquidation of Masters’ paint stock
rose by 6.61% to reach $156.5 million.
In response to an analyst’s question later in
In a Dulux press release, the company’s CEO,
the presentation, Mr Houlihan expanded furPatrick Houlihan, is reported as stating:
ther on the impact of the Masters’ sales:
Our Dulux, Selleys and Yates businesses, which
We did see some impact late in F16, but not
make up more than two thirds of DuluxGroup’s a material impact. I suppose the paint and
revenue, collectively grew earnings by 6.2%,
coatings result speaks for itself in terms of sort
and individually delivered record profits. These of overall performance. If I think about paint
businesses have done well despite short-term
specifically, remember what has been in Masters.
retail market challenges, including the impact of The Valspar Company to my knowledge have
the Masters closure and stock liquidation. The
taken the premium Solagard product back, so
Dulux trade and specialty coatDuluxGroup
ings businesses were particularly
strong, which demonstrates the
2015/16
2014/15
Change
value in our broad end-market
Sales revenue
1776.3
1687.8
1.69%
approach.
In his remarks at the results preEBIT (excluding non201.1
192.4
4.52%
sentation to investment analysts,
recurring items)
Mr Houlihan sought to portray
NPAT (excluding
130.4
124.7
4.57%
Dulux as having fared well, denonrecurring items)
spite significant negative factors
in its markets.
Diluted earnings
$0.335
$0.323
3.72%

Dulux acquired
a small paint
company
based in
Edinburgh,
Scotland, for
an undisclosed
Paints and coatings
amount

Sales for this division came in
at $890.6 million for the year, up
by 2.3% on the pcp, while EBIT
excluding non-recurring items
was $172.3 million, up by 4.7% on
the pcp.

per share (excluding
nonrecurring items)
Sales: paint &
coatings

890.6

870.8

2.27%

EBIT: paint &
coatings (excluding
nonrecurring items)

156.5

146.8

6.61%

AUD Millions
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we’re not seeing a discounting of a well known
premium brand.
We’re seeing liquidation of effectively unknown
brands: Sherwin-Williams, Pascol, and Valspar,
which while as a brand it’s been around for a
while, in consumer research it’s still effectively
unknown. So we believe that that liquidation
is flowing more into the mid to bottom end of
the market, where we are less biased, and that
is why we are seeing less of an impact, and
even into the mid to lower end of elements of
the trade market, where you might think of a
handyman or the youth brigade or whatever is
the best way to describe that.
In his general comments on the paints
division, Mr Houlihan also highlighted three
positive developments that are under way. He
nominated what he called the company’s “iconic
jellybeans promotion” (where customers receive
a can of jellybeans along with the purchase of a
set amount of paint), which he said had worked
well with the launch of the new Wash & Wear
paint. In addition, there is Dulux’s growing
range of speciality coatings products. Dulux is
also seeing good results, apparently, from its
Dulux Snapshot colour-matching device, for
which the company has exclusive rights in Australia and New Zealand.
In the company’s annual report, it notes that
input costs such as those of titanium oxide
(known in the industry as TiO2) and latex resin
were expected to increase in line with inflation
during 2017.

Acquisition of Craig & Rose
Dulux announced it had acquired a small
UK-based paint manufacturer on 10 August
2016. Craig & Rose is described by Dulux as
manufacturing a niche range of premium paint
products. The company does not seem to have
actually disclosed the acquisition price. Instead
it has listed three acquisitions as a group – Craig
& Rose, Munns lawn care business and the business Gliderol had in Western Australia – and
stated the total acquisition cost was $13.2 million, with goodwill accounting for $5.5 million of
that cost.
Mr Houlihan explained at some length the logic behind this acquisition during the analysts’
presentation:
As we have already mentioned, in the second
half we acquired Craig & Rose, a small premium
decorative paint company in the United Kingdom. Craig & Rose is based in Edinburgh, and up

until we acquired it, it was the oldest independent decorative paint brand in the United Kingdom, founded in 1829. The business is small and
operates at break-even level, however we believe
that the acquisition will provide an excellent
entry point for the UK, and has excellent growth
prospects for DuluxGroup.
The Craig & Rose brand itself has been under
invested in, and has the potential to grow with
better marketing and wider distribution. An
in-country presence and manufacturing base
will assist us in potentially launching other
brands and ranges into the UK market, such as
Selleys and Porter’s.
In response to a question from Mark Wilson,
an analyst with Deutsche Bank, he elaborated
further on this acquisition:
What we’ve done with Craig & Rose is buy this
business that’s relatively small. You might think
well why buy it, but what it does is it gives us
manufacturing capability on the ground that
can be easily expanded for some incremental
capital. I don’t envisage we’d be going to build
new manufacturing capacity or new manufacturing sites there ourselves.
It gives us a brand that has latent value, but
it just hasn’t been invested in. It gives us chemists on the ground. It gives us formulas on the
ground. It might seem a bit unusual, but in
Europe to sell any formulas that utilize raw materials, those raw materials need to be registered
under the European REACH legislation.
So suddenly we’ve got chemists, and raw materials, and formulas that all European REACH
compliant. So we can do things that we otherwise couldn’t do by shipping paints or formulas
from Australia.
It basically gives us a beachhead to explore
how we can improve that business, let alone use

Slide from DuluxGroup’s presentation to investment analysts.
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to reach $177.9 million. According to Dulux, excluding the acquisition of the Gliderol Western
Australia business, sales growth was just 2.2%.
Overall EBIT declined by 5.8%, or one million
dollars, to reach $16.1 million.
Dulux reported that the division’s market was
flat. Mr Houlihan reported in his remarks that
the company was satisfied with sales directly to
Consumer & construction
builders, sales through B&D dealers was disapproducts
pointing. However, he does see some upsides:
The reality is that the business remains work
Sales in this division for Dulux’s FY2015/16
in progress. There are positives on the market in
came in at $253.9 million, down by 4.5% on the
innovation side of the business, particularly in
pcp. EBIT exclusive of non-recurring items was relation to access control, but the manufactur$29.5 million up by 1% on the pcp. This division ing and distribution strategy requires further
consists of Dulux’s Selleys and Parchem busifine tuning.
nesses.
Mr Houlihan made some further comments in
Mr Houlihan stated in his remarks to analysts response to a question from Andrew Johnson,
that there were two main drags on growth for
an analyst with CLSA:
Selleys. The first was the “destocking” activities
There’s been evidence, and we’ve seen the imat Woolworths’ hardware division. While he
pact, of market softening particularly in parts of
explicitly named the Masters’ liquidation sale,
New South Wales and Queensland. That is more
by implication it may be that the Home Timber in the dealer channeled focused on home renoand Hardware Group (HTH) was also destockvation which tends to be one of the more higher
ing, prior to its acquisition by Metcash. The
margin areas, versus say for example, new houssecond drag came from a reduction in internal
ing where we’ve got reasonably positive growth
sales of Selleys’ products, as Dulux’s Asian
but it’s an inherently lower margin business.
operations switched to sourcing comparable
...
products locally.
Just recently in October, we launched our
Mr Houlihan stated in his remarks that, exclu- Home Safe Home campaign. If you go and have
sive of those factors, the revenue for Selleys had a look at the B&D.com.au website, you can
grown by 4% during the year as compared to the look at this stuff firsthand. We’ve launched the
pcp. He said that as these were passing factors, world first Auto-Locks, that when you shut a
growth should return to Selleys in 2016/17.
garage door, unless it’s key locked, it’s actually
The other business in the division, Parchem,
not locked. It’s just held down by gravity and a
is reliant on engineering-based infrastructure
chain. You can rip it open.
projects, and it was hard hit by a decrease in
We’ve launched in effect a deadbolt system
that kind of construction due to contraction in that comes out from the door into walls that can
resources industries linked markets.
be automatically locked through your smartthe infrastructure it gives us to look at what
we can do with Selleys, what we can do with
Porter’s. Let alone, as I say making Craig & Rose
a better brand.
Those comments are very UK specific, but it
also gives us a platform to explore what else we
might do in other parts of Europe.
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Other divisions
Cabinet and architectural hardware grew EBIT
by 38.9% to reach $12.5 million, with the Lincoln
cabinetry business making the biggest contribution. The “Other Businesses” category saw
EBIT decline by 8.8% over the pcp to $14.5 million. Papua New Guinea declined sharply, Yates
managed some growth in what Dulux describes
as a “soft market”, and a good performance by
operations in Vietnam saw improvement in
South-East Asia operations.
Perhaps the biggest disappointment of the
results came from the garage doors and openers
division. Overall sales grew by 5% over the pcp

Dulux jellybean ad manages to attract nearly 1000 views on the internet in just its first
month. https://youtu.be/HwEKl_CpUIg
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phone synced in with your electronic opener.
Because the key thing in this category is to give
people peace of mind around safety and security
when they’re not at home. The biggest source
of burglary break-ins to homes are through the
garage. When they are at home sleeping at night
you don’t want people breaking into your home.
I’m feeling pretty positive on the marketing
work we’ve done, and we’re back on television
with those ads. Again, they’re on that website if
you want to have a look. The innovation we’re
doing, but I still feel we’ve got to do more work in
the distribution channel to get basically the conversion of the leads we’re getting through to the
home owner via dealer quality, dealer footprint,
the discipline in our sales force, let alone in our
dealers around what the mutual obligations are.
That’s the work in progress.

Analysis
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One way of looking at these slightly lacklustre
results from Dulux is that the company has
spent a year “trading sideways” – making some
gains which were offset by some losses. The narrative that Dulux is providing is of a company
that has been affected by a series of unforeseeable events that have prevented it from performing as well as it might.
An alternative narrative is to consider whether Dulux may be facing a more profound shift
in some of its markets. These shifts might have
a more long-lasting effect on its revenues and
earnings. In that view, there are two prime,
somewhat linked vulnerabilities that Dulux
currently has in the marketplace.
The first is that Dulux is heavily reliant on
consumers continuing to select high-cost, premium paints. While this has been a steady and
strong market in the past, there is no guarantee
that consumers might not switch to slightly less
premium paints in the future. To some observers the consumer paint market seems ripe for a
kind of true disruption – where products with
fewer features and lower cost displace the top
quality products. Just how good does paint have
to get before consumers start considering paint
products in the next category or two down?
The second vulnerability is that, when it
comes to premium paints, there are generally
two main strategies for promoting these to
consumers. The first involves emphasising
the durability and ease-of-care for surfaces
coated with the paint – which is the strategy
Dulux has taken with its latest Wash & Wear

paint. The second strategy is to emphasise the
ease of application of the paint. There are few
reasons, really, that a paint cannot meet both
requirements, but in general paints need to be
sold with a single, strong message. The question
is whether Dulux has found the right message
for the current market. Is what stops people
from painting a fear the paint will not last long
enough, or concerns they will not be able to do
a good job?
It’s a point that brings up a possible third
vulnerability for Dulux: a major competitor.
US-based Sherwin-Williams, which now owns
Valspar and therefore Wattyl, has long marketed
its paints as much for their ease of application
as their general quality. It’s likely that Sherwin-Williams will have Valspar better integrated, and will become a better competitor in the
second half of calendar 2017.
Mr Houlihan has, of course, repeatedly dismissed the effect of any foreign competitor on
the Australian markets where Dulux currently
dominates. For the past two or three years, he
has insisted that architectural paint is largely
something that is reputational, and that local
companies will always do better than multinationals.
These repeated statements cast a rather curious light, then, on Dulux’s own acquisition of a
very small paint company based in Edinburgh,
Scotland. It’s not just that Dulux is executing a
strategy abroad that it has dismissed domestically, but it is doing so in one of the most hardfought paint markets in the world.
Finally there is Dulux’s garage door and opener business. It is of course possible that, as Mr
Houlihan has suggested, this is a business that
just needs to be settled in, with a clearer line
to its markets established, before it begins to
perform well.
However, it seems equally likely that this is a
category that will continue to develop in ways
that are not familiar to the somewhat untechnical (in a computer/internet sense) Dulux. We’re
probably a year out from garage door openers
that are voice-controlled through services provided by either Amazon or Alphabet (Google).
While B&D’s recent mechanical innovation, a
deadbolt on the garage door (a version of which
seems to have been available in aftermarket
kit form in the US since 2009) is an advance, it
brings the product no closer to true Internet of
Things (IoT) integration.
To put IoT integration in simple terms: will
consumers prefer to have a separate app on
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Will consumers
prefer to have a
separate app on
their smartphone
for each element
of the home they
control – an app
for the garage
door, the doorbell/front door
lock, the air-conditioning, house
lights, dog door
and alarm system
– or one app that
controls everything?

companies
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their smartphone for each element of the home
they control – an app for the garage door, the
doorbell/front door lock, the air-conditioning,
house lights, dog door and alarm system – or
one app that controls everything? It’s very likely the latter will win. It’s hard to see a clear path
Dulux can follow to that kind of integration.
All it can do is to wait for its Chinese suppliers
to go down this path, which could take another
two or three years.
It is also interesting that Dulux chose to make
no mention of the $400,000 court judgement
against the company over paint products it
sold prior to 2012, resulting from a case brought
by the Australian Competition and Consumer
Commission (ACCC). (This subject is covered
in this issue of HI News, in the article entitled
“Paints ain’t paints”. ) It seems to be missing not
only from the results announcement, but from
the company’s annual report as well.
To be fair, this does relate to mistakes Dulux
made dating back to 2008/9 in product development and testing, as well as changes to the
way the ACCC enforces consumer protection
regulations. There is little or no ongoing risk of
this re-occurring.
However, this could have a significant impact on Dulux’s earnings for the first half of
FY2017. In addition to this $400,00, Dulux is also
required to pay $150,000 in costs for the ACCC.
$550,00 is likely to be a fair slice of EBIT.
What should also be taken into consideration
for the first half of FY2016/17 is that the full
effect of the Masters paint discounts on Dulux
is likely to come to bear during October and
November, the first two months of Dulux’s next
financial year. How much of an effect they will
have will be interesting to see.
On a more positive note, Dulux now has
distribution in the two largest home improvement operations in Australia, Bunnings and the
Metcash-owned Mitre 10 and HTH. While Sherwin-Williams/Valspar/Wattyl may eventually
mount effective competition, it’s likely Dulux
will have much of the premium market almost
to itself for the next eight months or so. It is
likely that will balance out any negative effects
of the Masters’ liquidation for all of FY2016/17.

The challenge
At the core of these challenges is the possibility that, in retail, consumer choice is beginning
to move beyond brands. While Dulux is to be
congratulated for the high status both its paint
brand and its Selleys brand enjoy, is it possible
that brands themselves are entering a period
of decline? As HNN has suggested elsewhere,
brands have relied heavily on television to build
their presence, with campaigns in other media
feeding into the TV ads. However, the influence
of TV itself is steadily fading, to be replaced by
online video viewing. The difficult for advertisers with this is that advertising simply does not
work as effectively online.
Quite recently the Dulux brand has based
itself on “traditional” Australian values. Take
for example a TV ad from late 2015, where an
authoritarian father mildly disciplines a little
girl in a pink fairy dress and a boy trying to play
sports indoors in order to preserve the immaculate newly painted walls of a house. In the end,
the clever wife shows that all this fuss isn’t necessary, as the new Dulux Wash and Wear paint
can be easily cleaned.
It’s an ad that would not be out of place in
1975, but might have raised a few eyebrows in
1995. It’s difficult to see it having a broad appeal
in 2015.
There is, of course, also the Dulux “jellybean” ad, where the main selling device is that
customers get a free can of jellybeans with the
purchase of eight litres of Dulux paint. Is it possible that Dulux is relying on its brand in a way
that will become rapidly outdated? If brands
do become diminished, how will the Australian
architectural paint market reformulate itself?
These are questions that will need to be considered over the coming two years.
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companies
Wesfarmers/Bunnings
sales results 2016/17 Q1
Australian retail/resources conglomerate
Wesfarmers has announced its sales figures for
its retail operations over the first quarter of its
FY2016/17. Bunnings, Kmart and Officeworks
performed well. Coles Food and Liquor returned
a mediocre result. Target returned negative
growth results.

Bunnings
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Poor weather
limits sales
growth
Bunnings
UK on track
to meet
expectations
Wesfarmers’
Target stores
underperform
Wesfarmers’
Coles provides
mediocre
results
First Bunnings
UK store
expected to
open early in
2017

I would point out...you’ve got to go back to
about 2012/13 financial year to find a Spring that
has been as late, and a Winter that has just kept
going, and the water that has been around. We
are very sensitive to weather. That is not new
news. We call it out when we’ve got the wind at
our back, and this time we’re having to tack pretty hard to set up for the Spring. Hopefully, when
the warm weather comes, there will be very good
growing conditions, given the sort of moisture
that is around. But, you know, Richard’s [Goyder] comments at the start were there because
it is very obvious that what started at the start
of September has continued in October, and is
continuing as we speak.

Bunnings Australia and New Zealand (BANZ)
reported sales of $2659 million for the quarter, up by 7.4% on the previous corresponding
period (pcp), which was the first quarter of
FY2015/16. Like-for-like store growth was 5.5%,
according to the company.
These numbers were substantially lower than Bunnings UK
growth for the two previous first quarters.
According to the company, there were two conBunnings UK reported sales of GBP320
tributors to the lower numbers. The first was
million ($554 million), as Bunnings completed
that Australia experienced wetter and cooler
its seventh month of operating the acquired
conditions throughout this early Spring quarter, Homebase stores. Another metric offered by
resulting in an induced incentive to commence the company was total customer transactions,
home improvement tasks. Additionally, the
which it says increased by 8.4% as compared to
liquidation sale of Masters may have affected
the pcp.
sales, though only for a limited proportion of
Mr Gillam expanded on why Bunnings offered
the quarter.
this particular measure, and the task that the
In response to a question from an analyst,
company faces in developing Bunnings UK:
Wesfarmers Home Improvement CEO John
The reason we have included this [number] is
Gillam commented on the factors which had
that we are rebasing sales quite significantly. If
impeded results for the quarter. He began by
you recall back on the June strategy day, my self
commenting on the difficulty of estimating any and PJ spoke about the best number to think of
impact from the Masters liquidation sale:
is GBP1.2 billion across the full year, and there
If you think right back to FebBunnings
ruary [2016], we talked about the
risks of unprecedented liquida2016/17 Q1 2015/16 Q1
Change
tion event, because we thought
Sales revenue
2659
2476
7.39%
it would be May/June, then we
called it out again in August,
Total stores sales
7.3%
11.6%
-4.30%
growth
because then there was more
knowledge about it... There is no
Store-on-store
5.5%
8.2%
-2.70%
transparency over the volumes
(comp) sales growth
that are being liquidated, so your
Bunnings UK
guess is as good as ours.
He also offered this assessment
Sales revenue
554.0
of the impact of the poor weather
AUD Millions
during Spring 2016:
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companies
is a bit of a washing machine of product that
was Argos coming out, and reported previous
revenue, like Habitat that was part of Homebase
[also going out]...and closing stores – with all of
those changes it seemed best to provide some
measure of what is going on.
We are pleased with the progress, but there is
a helluva lot to do. It is a big, big job we’ve got in
front of us. Nothing too scary, but just lots to do.
But eight months in, we’re on track.

bers Wesfarmers has provided, is that Homebase is continuing to trade successfully. The
first Bunnings UK store is expected to open in
February 2017 at St Albans, with another three
expected to open in the following four months.
These will provide the first solid information on
how the Bunnings concept can be translated to
the UK.

Analysis
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As the maps in to the right illustrate, there has
been substantially more rain along the eastern
seaboard of Australia during September 2016
than there is on average. Mr Gillam is correct in
recalling this condition has not occurred since
2012, and is in this case slightly more severe. As
Mr Gillam suggested, this kind of weather event
is more likely to affect the timing of many sales
rather than the extent. Lush conditions brought
on by wet weather should help improve sales,
and at the very least partially compensate for
any renovation work that may have been postponed due to poor conditions.
It is likely that any impact from the Masters
liquidation will show up more strongly in the
results for the second quarter of the current
year, with peak sales from the liquidation
reached during October and November. However, Bunnings will after that be the sole big
box hardware retailer operating in Australia,
through an expanded network, and it seems
very possible that in the second half any losses
due to the Masters liquidation will be compensated for by increased sales.
It remains to be seen how competition
between Bunnings and the two chains now operated by Metcash, Mitre 10 and Home Timber
and Hardware Group, will play out. Given the
difficulties of integrating a business that largely
consists of independent retailers, it’s unlikely
a clear strategy will emerge much before the
second half of calendar 2017.
As HNN has remarked previously, it seems unhelpful to try to estimate how the Bunnings UK
business is doing, until at least the completion
of FY2016/17. The indications, based on the num-
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Is the future of
kitchens still the
kitchen?
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Ad for Samsung’s $7500 Home Hub refrigerator by Harvey Norman. Bound-in fold-out appeared in December 2016 issue of
Real Living magazine

The kitchen renovation industry – always
a little fickle when it comes to style and fashion – seems set to undergo one of its periodic changes for 2017. HNN has identified a
number of trends, many of which are already
shaping the kinds of products and the way
those products are presented by the major
flat-pack suppliers. Some of these trends will
also affect the higher-end, semi-custom and
fully custom kitchen design and installation
industry as well.
hnn.bz

One trend which has become evident at the end of 2016,
is that the slow shift from the pre-Christmas kitchen to the
pre-Winter kitchen has taken a move forward. While this
shift has been underway for the past two or three years, it
seems to have accelerated in Spring 2016. One reason for this
is that there has been an increase in spending on outdoor
living renovations.
The outdoor room – which proved so popular five years
ago, but declined due to the high level of maintenance required – has met up with a strong trend to building decks,
and produced a new version of the outdoor room. Built on
the deck, this new outdoor room offers an easy extension for
outside entertaining, and is relatively easy to maintain. It is
also rapidly developing more “outdoor kitchen” features, becoming almost a Summer kitchen, especially for households
in the warmer climes outside of southern Victoria and Tasmania. It is likely that establishing a “second kitchen” outside
is reducing the spend on the standard kitchen inside.
One area where this slow-down has been sharply felt is in
sales of magazine advertising to the two main flat-pack competitors, the Bunnings-exclusive brand Kaboodle and IKEA.
There have been almost no IKEA kitchen ads in Spring home
decorating editions of magazines, and Kaboodle has also reduced its spending, outside of one particular magazine.
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In the notch above flat-pack, the semi-custom kitchen
market, changes also seem likely in the near future. The Good
Guys pulled out of their major promotional activity, sponsoring the kitchens on Channel Nine’s reality/renovation show
“The Block”, and they don’t seem to have replaced this with
increased promotional spend elsewhere. The Good Guys’
place on “The Block” was taken by the other main semi-custom kitchen company, Freedom Kitchens. Freedom carried off
that sponsorship with real flair and demonstrated ability.
As The Good Guys has been recently acquired by JB Hi-Fi,
it does seem possible that its kitchen business will be spun
out during 2017, as it doesn’t sit well with JB Hi-Fi’s main
electronics and appliances business. Should that happen, the
most likely buyer would be Freedom Kitchens.
An alternative to this would see Metcash acquiring the
kitchen business of The Good Guys, and incorporating this
as one of the elements of its Mitre 10 Sapphire stores. That’s
unlikely, as Metcash has enough integration concerns at the
moment without adding a service business to the mix. However, one strong possibility for Metcash is that it will spin out
and IPO the hardware business in the first calendar half of
2019, and an asset such as a kitchen fitting service could help
to make Mitre 10 more attractive as an independent company.
The actual health of the core kitchen business at Mitre 10
is something HNN has not been able to determine, as Metcash has not responded to requests for information. It seems
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Future of kitchens

• Indications are that for renovators the Spring kitchen season
is giving way to the Autumn
kitchen season
• The kitchen business of The
Good Guys might be spun off
after JB Hi-Fi’s acquisition of
company.
• Future of kitchens at Metcash’s
Mitre 10/Home Timber & Hardware operation not yet clear.
• IKEA kitchen ads all but absent
this Spring. Could be due to shift
in strategy or internal causes at
IKEA as the company shifts media buying companies globally.
• Bunnings-exclusive Kaboodle
brand has kept same basic
advertising from last year, but
some new-style ads also have
appeared.
• One key trend is kitchen renovators doing simple upgrades,
replacing appliances with
expensive new technology, and
refitting countertops.
• Other trends include:
• Style replaces reference: fewer
café kitchens, more blue/red/
black kitchens.
• Apartment style kitchens
come to smaller houses.
• The Not So Serious Kitchen:
not every kitchen needs to be
a statement.
• The living room is the new
kitchen: Open plan kitchens
connect to more rooms in
dwellings.

very likely – and a little ironic – that the kitchen business of
Metcash’s recent acquisition, the Home Timber & Hardware
Group (HTH), is going through some tough times this Spring.
HTH sells the same Principal Kitchen range as has been sold
in Masters, with some stores, such as Hume & Iser in Bendigo,
making it a major feature of their business. There have been
some discounts on this range throughout Masters’ liquidation sale, but in November 2016 these discounts increased
substantially, to over 50% in some areas.

Numbers
In terms of kitchen installations in new homes, the Housing Industry Association (HIA) is predicting renovations in
general will slow considerably during 2016/17 and 2017/18,
before picking up again in 2018/19.
However kitchen renovations – as contrasted
with new builds – are expected to continue at
around the same number for 2015/16 into 2016/17.
The HIA pegs the “pool” of available renovations
at 145,600 for 2015/16, and sees this increasing by
around 1% for 2016/17.
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Shane Garrett, a senior economist with the HIA,
has indicated there are three main reasons why
kitchen renovations will continue at a steady rate.
While the HIA does see renovation budgets in
general shrinking somewhat, even as more people turn to renovating, kitchens represent good
value for money, and are lower in cost than major
renovations such as extensions or structural
alterations.
Mr Garrett also points to the high levels of
building in the early 2000s. With most kitchen
renovations taking place in kitchens around 15
years old or so, this has helped to feed the pool of
available work. Finally, he notes that there was
been a sharp shift in fashion for kitchens, with
the utilitarian looks of 10 or 15 years ago replaced
by kitchens that match a house aesthetically.

Outdoor room: Australian Home Beautiful, September 2016

In 2014/15 the HIA estimates the average value
of a renovated kitchen was $21,862, up from $19,036
for 2013/14. A survey conducted by the home
design website Houzz during 2016 on renovations
conducted during 2015 indicates that the average
cost of a full renovation on a large kitchen was
$31,000, while for a kitchen under 12 square metres
it was $21,840. A minor renovation on a large kitchen averaged at $16,120, while for a kitchen under
12 square metres it was $11,570. The average size of
a renovated kitchen was 14 square metres. Some
76% of all kitchen renovations involved replacing
benchtops, according to this survey.

More elaborate outdoor room, with kitchen features: Australian
Home Beautiful, September 2016
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Trends
In addition to the trend of much of the kitchen renovation
business under $50,000 shifting from the Spring to Autumn
season, there are a number of other shifts taking place in the
kitchen renovation market. HNN has identified six key ones.

Appliance upgrades
While the number of ads for kitchen suppliers reduced
sharply in the pages of home design magazines, the ads for
very high end kitchen appliances, especially ovens, increased
sharply. Smeg and the Italian brand Ilve were particularly
noticeable. Harvey Norman also ran a number of ad sequences that featured black and white images of high-end kitchen
appliances.
This seems to match up with industry reports that one version of a kitchen “fix up” instead of a complete renovation is
to buy higher-end appliances for an existing kitchen. Instead
of spending $30,000 or more, home-owners spend $12,000 to
$15,000 on appliances with advanced technology, and perhaps
replace kitchen benchtops as well.
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Appliance advertising takes off. Top, part of Harvey Norman six-page spread, on Neff. Bottom left, Harvey Norman again, moody almost black and
white photography, ad from Vogue Living Australia, September/October 2016. Bottom right, Smeg ad, outside back cover, Inside, October 2016.
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Style over reference
During 2014 and 2015 there was a push for kitchens which
offered a very particular design approach, such as industrial,
rustic, or cafe. In 2016 there is a move away from those complete systems of design to more freeform styles, where colour,
for example, plays a much greater role. This echoes a trend
that has been developing in the US, where many homeowners approach kitchen design with a primary colour – white,
blue, green, black – as its central theme.

Kaboodle scored big with editorial in the wake of IKEA’s absence. Real Living continues to surprise with excellent features.
On the left, subtle use of olive tones in a Kaboodle paint-yourself kitchen. On the right, Real Living goes fully modern black,
again with Kaboodle. Both features from Real Living September 2016
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Adaptation over cost
Where cost has played a central role in the past when it
came to choosing a kitchen, consumers are now willing to pay
a little bit more for kitchens which offer a higher degree of
adaptability. While the finite life of a kitchen might remain
15 years, they expect that they will update the kitchen once
or twice over that period, to keep up with changing fashions.
Cabinets that can be easily repainted a different colour, with
hardware that can easily be swapped out have gained in
popularity.

From the same Real Living September 2016, more Kaboodle. The text for this image reades in part: “The palette of cream,
white, beige and classic panelled doors means this kitchen will look fresh for years to come – changing out the door handles would be the perfect tweak if you wanted to give it a new look in the future.”
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Apartment style
In the past many people moved from their parents’ house
to a share house during university/apprenticeship, then
bought their own house. Today, it is more likely that there
will be a period of five to 10 years (or more) when they will
live in a multi-dwelling building of some sort. They have
grown used to much smaller kitchens, and while they might
want something a little bigger, they feel a little uncomfortable in kitchens that are too big. This is especially noticeable
for kitchens in smaller houses. Where these homeowners
would once make big kitchens to make the house “feel bigger”, that’s less likely today.
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Kitchen following an apartment style, but fashioned in a small house. Australian Home Beautiful, September 2016

The Not So Serious Kitchen
Not that long ago, it seemed that everybody who had
anything to do with a kitchen almost had to be, compulsorily,
a gourmet chef. Recently, homeowners have come to terms
with the fact that many of them might be fair at putting a
decent meal together, but they don’t see a great future in
flambé.
Hence the origins of the
Not So Serious Kitchen
(NSSK). It’s no longer mandatory to concentrate on how
much “prep space” you have
on the benches when, frankly, the most used kitchen
appliances will be the microwave oven and the grill.
This means many homeowners are seeking to downscale the kitchen, reducing it
both in size, and in its presence in the house.

The kitchen retreats into a corner of this open space. Australian House & Garden, September 2016
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The living room is the new kitchen
Over two years ago, HNN and a number
of other sources suggested that there was a
move in Australian households to make the
kitchen the new living room. Today, we’re
seeing a further evolution of that trend,
where the living room is functioning as part
of the kitchen. Where these two room were,
in the past, kept clearly separate, designs
now feature kitchens opening directly into
the living room in open plan houses.

Advertising

From Real Living September 2016 again. The text that goes with the image
reads: “With more kitchens being moved into living areas, the lines between
“living” rooms and “work” rooms are blurring.

It is true that 2015 was an unusual year
for kitchen advertising. IKEA was boosting
its new kitchen system, METOD, after its release in May of
that year, with a heavy cycle of magazine advertising in September and October. Just about every home design magazine
featured at least a five-page foldout on the new kitchen, and
some had considerably more ads. Kaboodle, motivated not
only by the IKEA move, but also by its involvement with in
Bunnings’ resistance to the Masters venture, responded with
a heavy advertising blitz as well.
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IKEA Spring 2016
In 2016, the kitchen advertising spend could be optimistically described as “subdued”. HNN could only discover one
single ad for IKEA kitchens, and that was in a quarterly publication, and so likely had more to do with February/March
2017 than the current season. There were some IKEA ads in
other magazines, but these were devoted to IKEA’s Indian-inspired SVARTEN range of interior design furnishings. Not
even an editorial which mentioned a METOD kitchen in Better Homes & Gardens September 2016 edition could seemingly
convince IKEA to advertise.
One possibility with IKEA is that this slowdown in advertising is partially a result of the company’s change in its
media buying contracts. After a review that began in April
2016, and went through to July 2016, IKEA determined that
media buying and planning would be handled worldwide
by either Group M or Dentsu Aegis. It’s not clear currently
which media buying group IKEA Australia chose to go with,
though most commentators expect it would be an agency in
the Group M business. (Media buying/planning relates only
to purchasing ads. IKEA’s creative work in Australia seems to
be mostly handled by leading ad agency The Monkeys. IKEA
appointed Pulse Communications, part of Ogilvy PR Australia, as its public relations agency of record in April 2016.)
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Another possibility is that IKEA is gearing up for general online sales starting in early 2017, with a switch to more
spending on online advertising. The company has recently
launched an online store that services only Tasmania. It runs
online stores in other countries around the world, including
the US.
However, HNN is fairly certain that the lack of IKEA ads
in Spring 2016 is down more to internal logistics than strategy. One factor that points clearly in that direction is that,
with the publication of the December issues of home design
magazines, IKEA’s kitchen ads have made a mild comeback.
It makes very little sense to choose December as the month
to promote kitchens over September and October. That late
in the year those families that intend to install a new kitchen
before Christmas are well down the planning and renovating
path.
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Outside print advertising, IKEA globally has begun to
adopt a very interesting approach in its online ads. Its main
theme in recent times has been “Let’s Relax”. The company
has put together a very clever ad on this theme which illustrates exactly how silly today’s online-obsessed world has
become. An aristocratic family in what looks like the Louis
XIV period sit down to eat a meal – but wait, they can’t touch
it until a painter has rendered it on a canvas. Which is then
transported around the country via couriers for a number of
groups to view, who give it a thumbs up or a thumbs down.
Only when those results are tallied and reported back to the
family can they eat the meal.

IKEA’s online video which mimics Instagram
in the Renaissance, using a painter, and
servants who take the image of a meal far
and wide to gather “likes”.
https://youtu.be/2BXRGzjo1_Q

In parallel with this effort, IKEA has run a series of short
videos which it calls “Kitchen Confessions”. In each of these
people from a range of ethnic backgrounds confess to a
range of “kitchen sins”. “I served take-away food,” one woman
confesses, “and pretended it was home-made.” “I never use a
timer,” is the blunt statement of a another man. “I ate from
disposable plates,” a woman says, “for a month”.
Other confessions are far more serious, even grave. “I never
understood,” a man says, “the oven symbols”. “I never wash
lettuce”. And, finally: “I can’t cook”.
The video closes on the message: “Relax. Nobody’s perfect”.
What is definitely getting picked up here is the NSSK
theme described above. IKEA has likely identified that one
factor preventing people from buying its kitchens is the
sense that they need to be enthusiasts – dedicated chefs, stylists extraordinaire, appliance savants – in order to design and
order a kitchen. In truth, lots of people simply need a kitchen,
and it’s not such a big deal. It needs to be an adequate kitchen, but they don’t expect it to “transform the living space” or
suddenly make their family life richer and more meaningful.
It’s a kitchen. You cook stuff there. That’s OK.
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IKEA’s online video on kitchens has characters from a wide range of backgrounds
confessing their kitchen “sins”.
https://youtu.be/1En0ZjoDtIo

Kaboodle Spring 2016
Kaboodle had more of an advertising presence during the season,
especially in the Bunnings-supplier perennial favourite, Better
Homes & Gardens, as well as Real
Living. The overall level of advertising did seem slightly down on
Spring 2015.
The big exception for Kaboodle
was the September 2016 issue of
Australian Home Beautiful (AHB),
which had a saturated ad buy.
There are seven pages of advertising, which meant that Kaboodle
“owned” that issue’s “kitchen special” feature. While Kaboodle has
rightly targeted this magazine for
some time as representing a good
market for its products, it is also
possible that, with IKEA pulling
out, some of those ad pages were
sold at discount, “distressed” rates.
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Better Homes & Gardens, as is
usual with Bunnings suppliers,
gave Kaboodle a heavy editorial
presence, featuring in particular its “paint it yourself” cabinet
doors, and had one full page
and one double-page spread ad.
The editorial design feature was
backed up by another editorial
feature, providing DIY instructions for painting the Kaboodle
cabinets.
Real Living also featured the
“paint it yourself” cabinet doors
(though in a much more creative
way than BH&G) in two separate
editorials, and scored a double-page spread ad. These are very
much “standard” ads for Kaboodle,
similar to those it has been running over the past two years or so.
The real Kaboodle story was unveiled in AHB. This featured what
appear to be two new style ads
from Kaboodle, though at a guess
this isn’t the finished campaign
that will be seen in Autumn 2017.

Kaboodle’s promotional package in Better Homes & Gardens September 2016. A very
comprehensive treatment, which highlighted Kaboodle’s “paint-it-yourself” cabinets.
IKEA did get a mention in the same editorial feature – but no advertising.
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Kaboodle has tied these ads
together with a theme it calls the
“seven builds” in the first ad of the
series. The seven builds are:
• Built to dream
• Built to cook
• Built to celebrate
• Built to design
• Built to create
• Built for colour
• Built to last
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The two new ads would seem to
be “built to cook” and “built to colour”. The first shows a crisp white
kitchen with an island bench, and
the second shows four cabinets
along a wall, each painted a different shade of blue, promoting the
“paint it yourself” range. One factor that Kaboodle hasn’t got quite
right in particularly the second ad
is the height of the camera. In the
darker ads the company has featured over the last couple of ads,
the camera height is just slightly
above the bench height, which
tends to highlight the benchtops,
and give the ads a planar feel.
This camera position doesn’t work
quite as well when the main subject is brightly painted cabinets.
Most kitchen photography highlighting cabinets uses a camera
height that is lower, usually 50cm
to 65cm from the floor.
It is difficult to know to what
Six of the seven ads in Australian Home Beautiful magazine September 2016. Except for
extent these ads play a clear role
the second ad (top right), these all follow the dark tones that Kaboodle has been using in
in Kaboodle’s future strategy, and to its ads over the past two years.
what extent they are a somewhat
make-do response to a good advertising opportunity. At a
guess, it is likely to be a bit of both, and the two new ads may
signal a change in Kaboodle’s advertising strategy for 2017. If
that’s true, then the company will be answering the trends of
style over reference and flexibility. Cabinets that have been
painted one colour can fairly easily be painted a new colour
in another five or six years. In terms of pure advertising, the
addition of brightness and colour in the Kaboodle ads would
be welcomed by many.
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Analysis
There are two trends that likely deserve a good amount of
attention going into 2017, one of which has been mentioned
above, and one which has not. The one that has not been
mentioned is a deep underlying trend in retail, that’s actually
been around in some form for the past decade, but which is
beginning to bite a little deep now. That trend is all about the
ongoing decrease in the influence brands have on consumers.
It could be said that as we move into 2017 the entire notion
of what a brand really is has become more a question than an
answer. One reason for this – though it does not have a big
direct effect on either IKEA or Kaboodle – is that the influence of standard television programming itself is decreasing.
The top 50 years for brands, from about 1956 through to 2006,
coincided with the top years for television. TV, in fact, has
been every advertiser’s dream medium, just a fantastic way
for them to get their message delivered.
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Today TV is being steadily replaced by online alternatives.
The simple truth behind this is that online video viewing is
likely not even half as effective as TV has been for advertising. Many online viewers dislike advertising so much that
enough ads by one particular brand
actually turn them off that brand. So
advertisers face a steady migration of
audiences away from a medium which
is good for advertising to one which
isn’t. That has to mean that, in the main,
we face a future where advertising will
simply not be as effective in producing
sales as it has been in the past.
There are other influences that are
leading to the decline of the brand as
well. One way of getting to what those
influences are is to ask the question:
“What has replaced the brand?” The
simple answer to that question is: innovation. One of the strongest brands
the world has ever seen is Apple, the
California, USA-based maker of smartphones and computers. Yet as successful and big as it has grown, people still
speak of it as though it is perpetually
on the edge of some kind of failure.
That is because, as it sits out there on
the edge of innovation, it is only ever as
good as the most recent product it has
launched.
An even better example of how innovation has replaced brand can be seen in
the car industry. Small car makers have

The sixth in the series of seven ads in Australian Home Beautiful September
2016, this is a real departure from the “standard” Kaboodle ads. Brighter colours
and a brighter background give the ad a lighter feel, and may point the way for
future Kaboodle campaigns. The camera is still using the same positioning as in
the darker Kaboodle ads, and might benefit from being 20cm to 30cm lower.
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come and gone over the past three decades, and often end up
being only really known (and remembered) by car aficionados. In Australia, names such as Bolwell are a mystery to all
but a few. And there have been dozen of others: Puma in Brazil, De Tomaso in Italy, for example. Even currently operating
manufacturers such as Proton in Malaysia are little known.
But everybody knows what a Tesla is. That’s not because
of advertising, or publicity stunts. It’s because Tesla products are directly and evidently highly innovative and highly
effective. Drive a Tesla alongside a great car such as BMW’s i7
sports hybrid, and it becomes immediately evident that the
BMW is a very good car, but it’s really a repackaging of the
past. The Tesla is a direct line drawn to the future. Despite
BMW’s decades of great cars and good advertising, the innovation in Tesla is able to overshadow it.
Both Kaboodle and IKEA have been quite innovative in
recent years. IKEA launched its new kitchen system, METOD,
in 2015, and it has been a success. Kaboodle managed to
evolve its brand from what many saw as a cheaper alternative to a “real” kitchen, to something that meant average
homeowners without too much to spend could get the
style and features of much more expensive kitchens.
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Innovation, however, is something that never stops.
Where in pure branding companies can take a year or
even two years off from major developments, innovation
is constant. So the question needs to be asked: how and
where should flat-pack and standard kitchen makers think
of innovating in the future?
One way to get to an answer is to run the thought
experiment of imagining where a startup kitchen company would innovate today in entering this market. There
would be at least two entry points.
The first is to reconsider the “pod” kitchen. This idea of
the do-everything pod that is prefabricated and dropped
into a kitchen space has been popular in Europe for decades, but not
really found a receptive audience
in Australia just yet. However, if
the trends HNN predicts do take
hold, especially the acceptance of
more apartment-based styling and
the rise of the NSSK, pods may become an acceptable, cost effective
alternative for many Australian
homeowners.
The second – which is a real
challenge – is to develop the
$12,000 kitchen. How much kitchen
Kaboodle and IKEA are far from the only players in kitchens, of course. However, they are
– complete with appliances and inthe major marketers in this area, and as such set the marketing field for this category.
stallation – could really be delivered There is still a discontinuity in the kitchen field between the supply of kitchen components and their installation.
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for $12,000? This thought experiment opens up a number of
areas for investigation, such as considering materials, new
sources of manufacturing, and exactly how DIY a kitchen can
be made. Today’s flat-pack kitchens can be self-assembled,
but this requires a fair amount of skill. Can this be made simpler, easier, cheaper?

Appliances
The second key trend, which has been mentioned above, is
the shift evident during this Spring 2016 season towards buying better appliances rather than doing a complete kitchen
upgrade. At the moment this trend is only affecting the higher-end of the kitchen purchasing spectrum, but it is likely to
start affecting the middle of the market by the Autumn 2018
season. Developments such as steam ovens will likely begin
to become more commonplace by then.
Again, this is largely driven by innovation. Appliances are
getting smarter, and we are likely on the edge of seeing them
fully integrate into intelligent home management systems
designed by companies such as Amazon and Alphabet (Google). Instead of playing with knobs and dials, it will be possible to say, “Set the oven temperature for 300 degrees, and
the timer for six-thirty”.
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This change will bring a new balance to parts of the
kitchen renovation market. IKEA, for example, is well-positioned to take advantage of such a change. Replacing
kitchen renovation with new appliance purchases will
work well for the company as it is fully vertically integrated into kitchens. IKEA is no doubt developing its own
high-end range of kitchen appliances, and these will likely
launch before 2019.
For other suppliers, such as Kaboodle and Bunnings, it is
probably not such a positive development. While Bunnings
is making more of a move into appliances, it’s a difficult
market to enter against strong and persistent competition.

Other developments
The other major change in kitchens which is likely two
years off from widespread development is the use of virtual reality
(VR) technology to showcase kitchens to potential customers. While
some advances have been made in
various “3D” kitchen design systems, most of them remain awkward to use. Fully developed VR
will enable customers to “enter” a
possible kitchen and “walk around”
in that kitchen. It could be a winning sales tool that really closes
the deal for some suppliers.
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Conclusions
In the longer term, the problems that continue to hold back the overall
kitchen renovation industry from reaching its full potential are much the
same problems that hold back over 50% of renovation activities. Where construction has made some progress in becoming a more efficient (and a much
safer) industry over the past 20 years, progress in the renovation sector has
all but stalled.
The simple fact is that if renovations could be made less expensive and
much simpler to organise, there would be a sharp increase in renovation
numbers. To do that means a transition from a smaller number of renovation jobs at a relatively high price, to a much higher number of renovation
jobs at a lower price.
It’s a difficult transition to make. In the end, it’s likely we will have to rely
on the suppliers – and retailers to drive the suppliers – to bring in the needed
changes to the industry. In the mean time, HNN believes the renovation industry, in spite of its recent growth, is perhaps 20% below its true potential,
in earnings, not revenue terms.
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IKEA was all but
absent from
kitchen advertising
this season. This
seemed to be the
only kitchen ad,
which appeared
in the December
2016 edition of
Real Living magazine

The rise of the
home brand
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What does the oh-so humble “home brand”
mean to a retail customer today?
Just 20 years ago the answer to that would
have been simple. Back in the 1990s home
brands were nearly always a cheaper, lower-quality alternative to “proper” branded
products. In home improvement you might
buy a home brand for a product that was going to be single or very occasional use, or was
disposable anyway.
Most of these products were sourced from
specialists in this field, who regularly churned
out commodity goods in commodity lines, and
would slap any retailer’s brand on the product.
hnn.bz

Around 12 years ago that began to change with the introduction of “premium” home brands. Woolworths, for example, brought out its “Select” range of self-branded canned
and frozen goods. Instead of going to a commodity supplier,
Woolworths – and many other retailers – went to existing
premium suppliers and made a deal to put the Woolworths
brand on their products. In the process they squeezed down
the price of the product, and, even though the in-store pricing was slightly below other premium products, managed to
increase their margins significantly.
More recently the status of the home brand has changed
yet again. In the supermarket business, competitors such as
Aldi pursued the same premium product strategy, but instead of being happy collecting a big margin, chose instead
to reduce price. The essentially imploded the previous premium home brand strategies. So Woolworths has, in 2016, been
forced to stop making its Select home brand, and is trying to
work out how to emulate the Aldi strategy without totally
sacrificing the high margin its more expensive operations
require.
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Similar movements can be seen across a wide range of
retail operations. As it gets reinvented, this once-simple strategy has begun to be part of a more complex strategy that is
gaining currency in retail: the strategy of vertical integration
(VI).

Home improvement
The intersection between home brands and VI can be
more clearly seen in home improvement retail. In the US
market, both Home Depot and Lowe’s Companies have their
own home brands. Home Depot’s brands include hand tools,
storage, sinks and taps, ceiling fans, outdoor furnishing, and
lighting.
Lowe’s offers its Kobalt line of hand and cordless power
tools, as well as brands for furnishings (including outdoor),
flooring, lighting, bathroom fixtures, and ceiling fans.
On a second tier, Home Depot has a wide array of brands
with exclusive distribution contracts for North America.
These include Behr paints, many of Techtronic Industries’
power tool brands (Ryobi, Ridgid, Homelite), and two cabinetry lines. Lowe’s does have exclusive deals with some brands,
such as an agreement for the distribution of Hitachi’s pneumatic nailers. However, its arrangements are not as extensive
as those of Home Depot.
However, Lowe’s is very active when it comes to working
with vendors to help them develop products that would be
suited to Lowe’s. The company tries to become active in product design processes early in new product development, and
to offer helpful feedback and suggestions to its suppliers.
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Woolworths struggles
with “generic” branding

The images above show, on top,
branding by Woolworths, and beneath
that, branding by Coles.
These products are nearly identical.
Both contain 250g of chopped spinach,
and both cost $0.99. Yet with a single
glance, it’s evident that the top product is branded as a cheap, “generic”
product, and the one beneath it is not.
Asking the question “why?” reveals
some of the confusion that still
persists in Woolworths brand strategy. Leaving aside the issue that the
Woolworths packaging is marginally
cheaper to produce than the Coles
packaging, what possible benefit could
there be to trying to portray a cheap
product as being very cheap, versus
portraying it has of higher quality?
The answer is most likely that what
is being shown here is an example
of what could be called “punishment
branding”. The packaging is deliberately cheap looking in an effort to
persuade the customer to buy a more
expensive version of the spinach.
The packaging is designed to give the
customer second-thoughts on the
purchase, and to “shame” the customer
at the checkout as well.
This is precisely the trend, of course,
that stores such as Aldi have reversed,
working hard to make consumers feel
good about choosing cheaper versions
of familiar groceries.
In the end, Woolworths just does not
seem able to let go of its pursuit of the
margin.

Australia’s Bunnings, however, has chosen a very different
route to follow. Its focus is on both exclusive brands, such
TTI’s Ryobi and AEG brands, and what might be called “captive” brands, such as Ozito power tools and Kaboodle kitchens. These captive suppliers only supply Bunnings with their
key products. A third category that has developed over more
recent years is for generic suppliers to develop a brand for
Bunnings. For example, Bunnings’ Matador range of outdoor
barbecues seems to have been developed largely by Garth, a
company with Melbourne heritage, and a base in China, and
Genesis Corporation, which is based in Western Australia.
While it has been difficult to confirm, similar arrangements
seem to be in place for Bunnings’ Mimosa range of outdoor
furniture.
Bunnings CEO John Gillam explained a few years ago that
he did not see VI as offering much to the retailer. He suggested that it was better to have companies that were expert in
their individual fields remain independent and supply product to Bunnings.
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While there is some simple truth to that statement, in fact
the development of captive brands by Bunnings has been
a very clever and deep-reaching VI strategy. From a company structure position, one of the things Bunnings has long
understood is that it is crucial to keep its core executive team
as small as possible. Expanding into additional areas such as
manufacturing of products could make it more difficult to
remain agile.
Set against this are a number of advantages that VI can
offer a retailer. As Kathryn Rudie Harrigan puts it in her book
Vertical Integration, Outsourcing, and Corporate Strategy:
...integration creates bargaining power because firms can use
their knowledge of suppliers’ or distributors’ cost structures to
extract lower prices from them.
When a company is active in the
production of a product, it becomes
clear what environmental factors
help and harm a business at any
particular time. Rising oil prices
might increase the cost of using
polycarbonates, and fluctuations in
the price of copper affect the cost of
electric motors, for example.
Another advantage is that, as the
overall margin on a VI product is
larger than on a product that is fully outsourced, there is more scope
to put price pressure on products
that are in the same category.
Dropping the price of a power
saw down from $90 to $70 puts
pressure on a $150 power saw from

At a presentation for investment analysts in 2008 then executive vice-president for merchancising Craig Menear (now CEO of The Home Depot) outlined Home Depot’s emerging
strategy for making use of brands. This slide shows the four level of branding and how
each of these interacts with consumer preference.
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another manufacturer.
Perhaps the biggest advantage for a retailer with some
degree of product VI is the opportunity to make better use of
data collected. The high level of detail that can be collected
about customers and their purchases provides a valuable
feedback mechanism for product manufacturers. The difficulty with making this available to general manufacturers
is that all retailers would benefit from this feedback. With a
degree of VI, the information benefits the retailer directly.
In general, Bunnings’ captive brands, such as Ozito and Kaboodle, enable the company to capture most of the benefits
of vertical integration, while evading the potential downside.
It may, along the way, lose some points in terms of ultimate
margin achieved, but these benefits would likely far outweigh
that loss.
Metcash, in explaining its move to acquire the Home
Timber and Hardware Group from Hydrox Holdings also
made mention of the potential for marketing home brands
through the expanded network. It’s likely those details will
not emerge much before the third calendar quarter of 2017,
as the company works through all the tasks associated with
combining the two operations.

The next stage
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While Bunnings’ strategy has been a clever one that has
helped it to achieve its current market dominance through
the past 12 years or so, it may have to consider change over
the coming two or three years. The way forward is being
shown by one of its competitors to its UK-based Homebase
venture, the UK-based European home improvement retailer
Kingfisher. Under a five-year strategy to revitalise the company, its CEO, Veronique Laury, has developed a team with
a clear mandate to design and produce a range of integrated
brands, starting with the bathroom.
The goal of these brands is to provide consumers with a
clear path from imagining their dream area through to creating and finishing it. Thus, rather
than having to integrate a wide
range of products from a wide range
of suppliers, customers will be able
to simply choose an integrated look,
and be assured that, mechanically,
the components will work well with
each other.
One way of looking at this particular development of VI is that the
form of consolidation that should
have happened in certain key areas,
such as kitchens and bathrooms,
simply has not occurred. At a guess,
From the same presentation, this slide illustrates the brands the company is developing.
this hasn’t happened due to the
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new patterns of manufacture that have developed in the 21st
Century.
In the 1980s and even the 1990s consolidation would often
result from the need to create more efficient manufacturing
resources. With China, parts of South-East Asia, the Asian
subcontinent, and (in the near future) areas of Africa providing cheap labour for manufacturing, that pressure has not
been present. Instead there has been an increasing separation between design and manufacturing resources, with a
proliferation of the former across many different companies.
Unwittingly, this has created a situation of critical confusion for home improvement consumers. As Kingfisher represents the situation, based on its own research:
Customer home improvement journeys can be long and complex with many barriers and restraints. For example, a typical
bathroom project can take up to seven months to finish and
39% of home improvers in France abandon their bathroom
project well before completion.
The best description of what Kingfisher has planned was
presented at the company’s Capital Markets Day in January
2016. Arja Taaveniku, the company’s chief offer & supply chain
officer, described the situation, and how a solution would
work.
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As it stands currently:
The offer is today largely steered by our suppliers; meaning,
also, that we are not particularly different. We are looking the
same as other retailers. Our exclusive own-brands – because
we do have exclusive own-brands – they stand for approximately 20% of the sales. But they sit within each operating
company, and it’s even like that, that if, for example, a Diall
paint brush in customer hands is not the same as a Diall paint
brush in B&Q.
We have thousands of suppliers supplying Kingfisher, with
relatively small volumes and we haven’t created the conditions for those suppliers to set up highly efficient production.
This means that our buying scale of
roughly GBP7 billion is largely untapped. So, we are heading into the
new Kingfisher where we will have a
unified offer; we will have the same
products everywhere presented in
the same way.
While many of these differences
were the result of the diverse countries and communities Kingfisher
serves, research indicated that there
were more similarities than differences for the majority of products.
As Ms Taaveniku puts it:
And this really makes sense, because as Veronique has already
These are Home Depot’s exclusive brands. Not vertically integrated, but providing unique
appeal.
addressed during the morning,
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customer needs are already more similar than different. And
we know this through these thousands of home visits we have
made. We know that customers in Poland, customers in UK,
customers in France and in Russia, they have broadly the same
needs. We have also learned from unifying these 20 categories that we have been working on that a toilet seat is a toilet
seat, a paint brush is a paint brush, and a sink is a sink, no
matter if it is in the UK or if it is in Russia.
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Understanding this has led the company to involve itself in
the design and manufacturing processes:
We are creating this complete offer. And we have, during this
past six months, really been doing all those home visits. We
have also done a deep dive in customer insights on specifically our two ranges; bath and outdoor. And we have a very firm
knowledge platform now on how bathrooms looks like, how
outdoor environments in people’s homes look like. We have
also done that on those 20 categories, and for example, the
investigation of the ergonomics of paint brushes and really
understanding the customer needs.
These knowledge platforms, they enable us to own our intellectual property; the design and the quality and the specifications. And that allows us to control our value chain. We will
control the end-to-end process, all the way from customer
needs on the drawing table, contracting the products, through
the factories, through the distribution network, all the way to
customers. And when you control that, and when you have full
visibility into that value chain, you can together, with the suppliers, reduce all unnecessary costs that shouldn’t be there.
The result will be, according to Ms Taaveniku:
We have, on top of this, identified six leading ranges where
we want to be the first choice for our customers. Meaning that
if you have the intention to renew your bathroom, you should
always have one Kingfisher company as the top of your mind
on choosing us for your bathroom renovation.
The bathroom journey today, it takes too long. It is too complex to manage, I’m sure a lot of you have experienced from
this. It’s too expensive for regular people’s wallets. It has a lack
of functionality, differentiation and
design.
And tomorrow, the Kingfisher bathroom will be easier; it will be more
affordable, meaning reaching out to
many more customers. It will be fit
for purpose and it will be functional
with adequate storage, because we
know that one of the main painpoints for people in their bathroom
is to fit in all the stuff they have at
home.
And it will be unique, again, with
the design and quality owned by
Kingfisher. There is no manufacturer
that is doing this today, because
Home Depot’s vertically integrated brands.
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suppliers are supplying sanitary taps, furniture, tiles, but none
of the manufacturers are looking on the complete bathroom.
And none of them are really basing that, or reading customer
insights as we can do. And we think that we have a great potential to take this space in the market.

By the end of calendar 2017 the initial results of the Kingfisher developments will be evident. If it works – and there is
every reason to think that it will, after further development
– this could set a new pattern for large home improvement
retailers worldwide.

The other way with home brands
Even as Kingfisher begins its moves on a more grand scale,
home brands are seeing a revival for smaller retailers in the
home improvement sector as well.
The latest move has come from the Hardware and Building
Traders (HBT) group. In May 2016 at its annual conference in
Townsville, HBT announced that, in addition to accelerating
the roll-out of its H Hardware store branding to group members, it would also be ramping up the release of H branded
products for all its members to sell.
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The first of these H branded products to be rolled out at
scale has been a line of paints. Interestingly, while HBT has
had a long-standing relationship with another paint brand,
the group chose to go instead with an outside player in paint
manufacturing: Duralex.
This points to some of the problems that are faced on the
other side of the home brands equations, by the suppliers
themselves. While home brands can deliver a significant
marketing boost to a supplier, that comes at a cost. The most
evident cost is that margins tend to be tighter, as the retailer
seeks both a lower cost to the consumer, and a wider share of
margin.
However, often the most noticeable cost comes from suppliers finding themselves competing with their own products. They might make the home brand product just a notch
down in quality from their own branded product, but that
carries some reputational risk, and could displease the retailer as well. Often they end up having to abandon one price
segment of the market for their brand. In the end they will
get slightly more security of distribution, but have to give up
some margin as well.
For Duralex the position was more clear-cut. Once one of
the better-known paint companies in Australia, Duralex had
been overwhelmed at periods in its history by the entry of
overseas paint. The company had made its name through a
series of surprising innovation earlier in its history, and it has
remained up-to-date in terms of its paint technology, while
consumer awareness of the brand has declined.
Approached by HBT to offer a bid for the H branded prod-
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uct, Duralex made a bold decision. It would pursue the opportunity, and it would do it not by offering a lesser product, but
by providing access to what are some of the top products it
has available. That meant having to shave the margin it made
on paint as thin as possible, but it also would bring wider
distribution, and a stronger market presence.
What this means is that HBT, as it competes not only with
Bunnings but also Dulux Trade Centres in this market, is
finding a place in the market with a modified Aldi-like strategy. It’s offering a home brand product that provides premium quality at the same price as the competitors are offering
slightly inferior, “trade” quality paint.
HBT has plans to roll out further H branded products
during 2017, across a wide range of categories. It’s likely that a
similar strategy will be repeated.

Analysis
At a recent HBT state conference, one of the deeper topics
that long-time HBT stalwart Gavin Keane brought up was
that the home improvement industry simply has too many
suppliers at the present time. As is suggested above, that
seems to be in part a consequence of the availability of relatively inexpensive manufacturing in less-developed nations.
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In a broader sense, though, we seem also to be going
through a period when brands are exerting less influence
than they used to. Twenty or more years ago, consumers
would go to retailers looking for a specific brand they wanted
to buy. Today they are just as likely to go to a retailer seeking
to buy a general product, and will be guided to a brand by its
availability and pricing.
One possible cause for this could be that we are exiting
the age of television. TV, as it turned out, has been a near-perfect medium for advertising, from around 1956, when TV in
Australia was boosted by the Olympics, to around 2006, when
internet-sources began to erode TV’s primary market share.
Online advertising, in general, seems unlikely to fully replace
TV when it comes to being effective with promoting brands.
We could say that the recent presidential election campaign
in the US is the first truly ex-TV version of that process,
where neither candidate was successful in establishing a
“brand” in the sense that, for example, George W. Bush did
during his campaign in 2000.
That said, there is one way forward for brands to continue
to establish their identity in the minds of consumers, and
that is through innovation. Apple is a clear example of a
brand that gains prominence by attracting attention with innovation. In the hardware industry, Milwaukee Tool has been
the most successful with this strategy, while both Stanley
Black & Decker and Bosch are steadily picking up the pace as
well.
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Paints ain’t paints:
DuluxGroup runs
afoul of ACCC
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The Federal Court has handed out a
$400,000 fine to Australia’s DuluxGroup (Dulux) over misleading performance claims
made for two of its paint products. Dulux is
also to pay the Australian Competition & Consumer Commission’s (ACCC) costs of $150,000.
In submissions regarding the amount of
penalty that should be paid, the ACCC had
asked for $800,000, while Dulux had sought
$200,000 to $250,000.
According to the ACCC, Dulux claimed in
advertising materials that applying its InfraCOOL house roof paint could reduce the
interior temperature of houses by as much
as 10˚ Celsius, and hence save energy. These
claims were made over a period of more than
three years, from June 2009 to September
2012.
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The Court found that Dulux had “engaged in conduct that
was misleading or deceptive or likely to mislead or deceive”
through:
...representing to consumers, in an in-store colour card and a
two-paged online colour fact sheet that applying InfraCOOL
Paint to the roof of a house can reduce the interior temperature of the living zones of that house by up to 10ºC (InfraCOOL
Representation), when in fact that was not the case and Dulux
did not have reasonable grounds for making the InfraCOOL
Representation.
The ACCC also claimed that Dulux had asserted its
Weathershield Heat Reflect external wall paint could reduce
the interior temperature of houses to which it was applied
by up to 15˚ Celsius. Those claims were made over a period
of 10 months, from November 2011 until September 2012.
Again, the Court found that Dulux had engaged in misleading conduct as regards this product, relating to its website, an in-store colour card, Facebook, and print ads which
appeared in Better Homes & Gardens, Australia House and
Garden, a range of newspapers, a press release, and a YouTube video.
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In its press release regarding the matter, the ACCC quotes
ACCC chairman Rod Sims as stating:
Dulux promised a real consumer benefit at a premium price,
apparently supported by scientific evidence, when in fact
Dulux had no reliable evidence of what benefit could be
delivered in real world conditions because it had not tested for
any reduction in the room temperature of houses painted with
these products.
In addition to the $400,000 fine, the Court has also required Dulux to publish a quarter-page print advertisement
in The Australian newspaper regarding this matter. It has
also required Dulux to post a corrective notice on its website at the URL:
http://www.dulux.com.au/specifier/our-brands/dulux-acratex/infracool

This is required to be posted before 16 November 2016, and
to remain there for at least 14 days. At the time of publication, this notice had yet to appear.

Interest
Dulux, as just about everyone would admit, is an excellent company, with an excellent reputation in its field. This
case is interesting because it shows that simply having good
intent is not enough to protect modern companies from
making poor decisions.
HNN is not at all interested in “finger pointing”. This case
really does bring to light a number of interesting aspects
of product development and promotion that need to be
considered. In a sense, Dulux has been the “patient zero” for
a new sharpening of some aspects of consumer law, and the
application of this across multimedia platforms.
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The core science behind Dulux’s drive to provide
lower roof temperatures remains sound. It is,
however, a difficult benefit to communicate in a
commercial rather than an academic environment.

The spin
While Dulux has a great reputation for its products, it also
has a bit of a reputation with the press for producing spin.
The company’s response to this incident is represented in
these press statements sourced from Dulux:
This matter occurred more than four years ago and is related
to a very small, niche range of specialist heat reflect paint
products.
It’s disappointing that it has taken this amount of time and
money to reach an outcome that we largely conceded soon
after the ACCC commenced its action in 2012.
While the court found that Dulux’s conduct falls into the “lower
to middling range of seriousness”, it is a matter that Dulux
takes extremely seriously. We never set out to deliberately
deceive and as soon as we learned of the breach, we withdrew
the relevant advertising, took immediate steps to correct it and
cooperated with the ACCC’s investigation.
Before more closely examining the overall matter, it is
worth picking apart this spin to see what is underneath. It’s
understandable that Dulux is seeking to protect itself, but
this kind of defensive statement doesn’t help the analysis of
what is really going on here.

A little background
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The matter really consists of two separate court hearings.
The first was a case brought in Australia’s Federal Court by
the ACCC against Dulux in December 2012, adjudicated by the
Hon Antony Nicholas Siopis. This followed the ACCC’s opening of the matter with Dulux in March 2012. The hearing for
the case was held on 24 September 2013, and a judgement was
handed down on 30 October 2014.
The second matter was also adjudicated by Justice Siopis,
and heard from 2 to 3 December 2015, with final submissions
on 29 February 2016. The final judgement was delivered on 2
November 2016. In this second matter, the ACCC and Dulux
had reached an agreement. Regarding this, Justice Siopis
states:
Subsequently, the parties reached a settlement in relation
to the question of liability. Consequent thereon, the ACCC
amended its statement of claim and Dulux amended its
defence to make admissions that reflected the terms of the
settlement.
The parties also agreed a statement of facts for the purposes
of s 191 of the Evidence Act 1995 (Cth).

The press release
To examine the Dulux press release in more detail:
...related to a very small, niche range of specialist heat reflect
paint products
While the market for this kind of paint treatment is not
large, Justice Siopis was at pains to point out that it is none-
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The Honourable Justice Antony
Siopis was born in Johannesburg,
South Africa. He was educated at
Christian Brothers College, Kimberley, and Sidwell Friends School
in Washington DC. He obtained
degrees in Arts and Laws from
Rhodes University, South Africa,
and the degrees of Bachelor of Arts
in Jurisprudence and Bachelor of
Civil Law from Oxford University.
Justice Siopis immigrated to
Australia in 1982. Justice Siopis lectured at the University of Western
Australia for three years before
joining the law firm of Parker &
Parker, where he was a partner for
nine years.
In 1995, Justice Siopis joined the
Independent Bar of Western Australia and was appointed Senior
Counsel in 2002. He was appointed
to the Federal Court of Australia in
2005.

theless significant. He clarified this in the section of the
judgement relating to a determination of penalties:
Dulux sought to minimise the extent of the contravening conduct by referring to the fact that the paint was not a “consumer
staple” and that the market for heat reflective paint comprised
only 0.66% of the paint industry by revenue in Australia. Dulux
also referred to the fact that the Heat Reflect paint failed as
a product. Further, Dulux made submissions comparing the
scope and cost of the advertising campaigns in other cases in
which pecuniary penalties had been imposed. However, in my
view, each case must ultimately depend on its own facts.
In my view, the weight to be given to the extent of the contravening conduct in this case is to be considered by reference to
the fact that the contravening conduct occurred in the course
of a marketing campaign by Dulux to procure market share for
both paints in a small part of the Australia-wide paint market. I
find that the extent of Dulux’s contravening conduct was such
as to enable Dulux to attain 12% of the heat reflective paint
market in Australia in approximately three years, and, therefore, cannot be regarded as insignificant.
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Elsewhere Justice Siopis points out that a total of $990,742
was spent on promoting the Weathershield Heat Reflect
paint, including over $250,000 on television commercials. InfraCOOL was a commercial rather than a consumer product,
and the total spent on marketing it was $23,829.
It’s disappointing that it has taken this amount of time and
money to reach an outcome that we largely conceded soon
after the ACCC commenced its action in 2012.
There is a germ of truth to this statement, as Dulux was
accommodating to a certain degree commencing with the
notification by the ACCC that it was investigating the matter.
Dulux at least attempted to remove its advertising materials
(it was not always successful), undertook further product
testing and mades these results available (even though they
did not support its case). The company also amended its compliance procedures.
However, Dulux did also, as is its right, defend itself
against the legal action that the ACCC felt compelled to
bring. As Justice Siopis describes the situation:
I agree that Dulux has cooperated fully with the ACCC in
its investigation. I also accept that Dulux has to a considerable extent cooperated with the ACCC in the disposition of this legal proceeding. It is the case, of course, that
Dulux did in the preliminary proceeding, challenge the
ACCC’s claim that the marketing and advertising materials
gave rise to the representations the ACCC alleged. Dulux
failed in its challenge in respect of the two representations
which comprised the Heat Reflect Representations which
are the subject of the declarations. However, it is also the
case that Dulux did enjoy some success in that preliminary
proceeding.
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In terms of Justice Siopis’ reference to “some success”, of
the 46 surviving undertakings put forward by the ACCC, Dulux managed to refute 19, leaving 27 to remain.
In general, it seems unlikely that the phrase “largely conceded” would adequately describe a situation where a regulatory body has to bring a court action to force a company to
admit to the extent of its misleading conduct. Likewise, when
such an action is engaged, it is likely to take a number of
years for the process to complete.
While the court found that Dulux’s conduct falls into the “lower to middling range of seriousness”...
The full quote, as delivered by Justice Siopis, which the
press release only partially reproduces, is:
However, albeit that the contravening conduct is serious, it is
not so serious as to place the conduct at the upper range of
seriousness. I find the contravening conduct to fall into the
lower to middling range of seriousness.
On a numerical scale of one to 10 from not at all serious to
very serious, Justice Siopis seems to be placing this matter
somewhere between a six and an eight. Out of context, the
quote could suggest it is more between a four and a six.
We never set out to deliberately deceive and as soon as we
learned of the breach, we withdrew the relevant advertising...
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Well, yes and no. It is more accurate to say that Dulux attempted to withdraw the advertising. As stated in the judgement:
In March 2012, after Dulux became aware of the ACCC’s
investigation into the Heat Reflect paint, Dulux amended the
InfraCool colour card by removing temperature readings so
that it no longer conveyed the 10ºC cooler representation by
reference to thermometer readings. In March 2012, Dulux
updated its website with the amended InfraCool colour card.
However, between March 2012 and September 2012, Dulux
inadvertently continued to distribute about 800 of the unamended InfraCool colour cards and left an active weblink to
the InfraCool colour fact sheet on its website.
What the press materials do get right is that Dulux was not
held to have acted deliberately in the matter of its misleading
statements:
The ACCC did not contend that Dulux had engaged in a deliberate course of conduct to contravene the TPA and the ACL.
Dulux has not been found to have previously contravened the
TPA or the ACL or engaged in similar conduct previously.
To summarise the facts that provide a slight contrast to
the Dulux press statement:
• While the product under question is indeed “niche”, the
court has affirmed it remains important
• The “time and money” spent by both Dulux and the ACCC
can be seen to bear some relationship to Dulux disputing
some of the undertakings of the ACCC in court
•
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• The Federal Court regards this matter as a serious infraction
• Dulux did cooperate very fully with the ACCC investigation, but also pursued its own interests

What is this about?
The reasons why this matter is worth further investigation
relate less to some mistakes made by Dulux in the years prior
to 2012, and more to some complexities for suppliers in the
home improvement industry. Today many companies could
still benefit from addressing these.
In particular, this applies to new product launches. What
becomes clear in reading through the two court actions, is
that Dulux had to coordinate a number of different aspects
of the company – technical product development, product
testing and verification, marketing, and legal, just to name
the main ones – so as to assure that a proficient product is
delivered and its characteristics are correctly described.
In HNN’s opinion, Dulux did not perform this coordination
successfully.
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Further complicating the matter is the apparent fact that
the regulatory authority seems to have slightly shifted its
stance as regards these matters. Laura Hartley, writing for
law firm Addisons, prepared an analysis of these proceedings
in 2013. This stated:
For companies promoting the energy efficiency of their products, these proceedings demonstrate:
- the ACCC’s continued tough stance towards companies
which it believes are making unsubstantiated energy efficiency
claims; and
- that the increased range of remedies available to the ACCC
under the Australian Consumer Law (ACL) reduces its incentive to accept Court-enforceable undertakings in lieu of a
Court based outcome.
Ms Hartley explains:
Prior to the introduction of the ACL, the ACCC typically only
obtained compensation for consumers through accepting
voluntary offers of compensation via court-enforceable undertakings. The offer of consumer compensation often provided
errant companies with a negotiating chip with the ACCC to
avoid litigation. With the ability to seek non-party consumer
redress under the ACL, the ACCC now has a lower incentive
to avoid litigation. Therefore, those making energy efficiency
claims (or those claiming their product somehow performs
better in a meaningful way) need to be more vigilant than ever
to ensure they have a reasonable basis for making such claims.
Ms Hartley concludes:
Increased ACCC monitoring of energy efficiency claims and
the use of the full range of tools available to the ACCC under
the ACL have significantly increased the costs and risks asso-
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ciated with making unsubstantiated representations regarding
energy efficiency.
goo.gl/ZHcvsA

Given this, it is worth examining this matter more closely
as many companies today likely have processes that are similar to those used by Dulux prior to 2012.

The first court action
It is helpful to see the two court actions as being loosely
connected rather than tightly joined. In the initial case there
were three features that emerged which are of interest to
suppliers developing their own products and market:
• In determining whether promotional materials were misleading, Justice Siopis paid close attention to their intended
audience.
• Footnotes, or footnote-like additions, cannot be used to
alter fundamentally misleading statements in many cases.
• When using a wide range of media, it is important that the
product message not mislead in any of those media.
The original court case can be found on Austlii at:
http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/FCA/2014/1158.html
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As with most product cases, it is a little complex, with
many details. HNN is not making a full representation of this
case here. We are highlighting those aspects that would be of
most importance to the home improvement supplier community.

InfraCOOL
One of the initial items that came up for judgement was
the “cool house” image taken from the InfraCOOL paint
colour card. This is represented in Image 1 (copied from the
Austlii representation of this case). The ACCC put forward
that this image declared that the paint would produce a 10˚
C differential in temperature, produce subsequent energy
savings, and produce a lower carbon footprint.
Justice Siopis did not accept these contentions. His reasons
were largely that consumers making this kind of considerable purchase would be likely to research the matter closely,
which would include a closer reading of the
materials provided. He provided a description of
the consumer:
Because of the relatively large expenditure to a
consumer in having a roof painted, the impact
of the choice of paint on the appearance of the
house, and the infrequency of the transaction, an
ordinary or reasonable member of the class of
consumers to whom the representations would be
addressed, would, in my view, carry out research
before purchasing the paint and, therefore, would
read the colour card with some care.

Image 1: InfraCOOL paint colour card image

Justice Siopis stated that on such a closer reading, a clearer
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picture of potential temperature reduction and
cost savings would emerge.
An ordinary or reasonable consumer would, in
my view, on reading the colour card appreciate
that there was no representation that the application of any colour of the InfraCool roof paint
would reduce the temperature of the living zones
of a house by 10°C. This is because the colour
card contains statements which make it clear that
the extent of the advantage of using InfraCool
roof paint over conventional roof paint, depends
upon the colour of the paint used. In my view,
an ordinary or reasonable consumer reading the
Image 2: InfraCOOL fact sheet image
colour card would understand that the underlying
representation made by the colour card when read in its full
context, is that by using the darker colours among the range of
available InfraCool roof paints, rather than a conventional roof
paint of that colour, the represented 10°C improvement in the
interior temperature in the living zones of a house would be
achieved.
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Justice Siopis made a similar reading for
similar reasons when it came to a second promotional document, a “Fact Sheet” for InfraCOOL,
an image from which is reproduced in Image
2. Again, while the document would seem to
suggest specific temperatures, additional information was available, and supporting text did
describe the claims as being indications.

Weathershield Heat Reflect wall paint
In the case of Weathershield Heat Reflect
(WHR) paint, the material submitted by the
ACCC consisted initially of a flyer and stand presentation material (a “standee”). These are shown
in Image 3 and Image 4. As with the InfraCOOL
material, the ACCC contended that this material
to some extent guaranteed a reduction in the
exterior temperature of a house’s walls, and a
significant reduction in its interior temperature.
Dulux contended that the claims were not as
firm as that.
In this case, Justice Siopis agreed with the
contentions of the ACCC. He began by profiling
the consumer at whom these communications
were aimed:
In my view, the representations were addressed
to a consumer who may be thinking of painting
the walls of his or her home at some time in the
future, but not to that class of consumers who were
committed to undertaking that exercise, and were
contemplating the type of paint to use. An ordinary or reasonable member of the former class of
consumers would, in my view, not be as cautious as

Image 3: Heat Reflect promotional image
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an ordinary or reasonable member of the latter class of consumers. An ordinary or reasonable consumer would, therefore,
view the flyer and standee without taking the same degree of
care to scrutinise or analyse the contents of the documents, as
would an ordinary or reasonable member of the latter class.

For example, Dulux contended that it had modified its
statement of performance with a footnote marked by a caret
character (“^”).
The respondent also drew attention to the ^ symbol adjacent
to the word “cooler” in the phrase “up to 15 degrees cooler”
and its associated fine print which stated:
Surface temperature reduction varies depending on the colour
chosen, the substrate and weather conditions. See
can for details.
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Justice Siopis noted regarding this point:
The associated fine print is on the reverse side of
the promotional flyer to that of the ^ symbol. However, the fine print associated with the 15 degree
cooler arrow in the standee, is at the bottom of the
same page of the standee. The respondent [Dulux]
contended that the express reference in the fine
print to the fact that the surface temperature reduction “varies” together with the presence of the
words “up to” in the 15 degree cooler arrow were
“as a matter of both language and logic”, inconsistent with the applicant’s exterior temperature
reduction representation contention.
The applicant [ACCC] took issue with the adequacy of the 15 degree cooler arrow ^ symbol and its
associated small print as a means of qualifying the
“up to 15 degrees cooler” statement and the other
elements of the promotional material. The applicant contended that the fine print was in very small
font and on the reverse side of the flyer. Therefore,
it was unlikely that anyone other than a particularly
attentive consumer would observe the symbol,
turn the page and read the fine print. The fine print
was, therefore, said the applicant, an inadequate
means of overcoming the powerful impression
made by the other elements of the promotional
material.
Responding specifically to this point, Justice
Siopis further noted:
I do not accept that the content of the fine print
which is associated with the symbol ^ adjacent to
the words “up to 15 degrees cooler” would lead
an ordinary or reasonable consumer to understand that the application of the Dulux heat reflect
paint may not lead to any reduction in the exterior
surface temperature of the wall painted with that
paint rather than standard paint. This is because,
in my view, an ordinary or reasonable consumer
would understand that it is implicit in the use of

Image 4: Heat Reflect promotional image
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the words “up to” in the phrase “up to 15 degrees cooler”
that there would be some reduction in the exterior surface
temperature of the wall and that the extent of that reduction
up to the limit of 15°C would vary depending upon the colour
chosen, the substrate and the weather conditions.

Other media
The judgement goes through virtually every form of media
that would apply in a multimedia advertising campaign,
including print ads, television ads, Facebook pages, television
“advertorial” segments on Better Homes & Gardens, and web
pages. Justice Siopis applies the standards first developed in
looking at the promotional materials to each of these situations.

The second court action: agreement
At the conclusion of the initial case, Dulux and the ACCC
put together a statement of agreed facts. This differs a little
from the conclusions that seemed to have been reached before the Court.
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For example, in the original court case a point suggested
by the ACCC and to which the Court returned was that the
amount of benefit delivered by these paints depended to
some extent on the colour of the paint itself. Thus, while
these Dulux paints did actually deliver outstanding benefits
for people who have, for instance, chosen a dark roof colour,
these benefits were comparatively small for consumers using
a pale, or white colour of paint.
In this statement of agreed facts which accompanied the
judgement of this case, a slightly different and more detailed
picture has emerged of Dulux’s product development, and
consequently of its liability.

InfraCOOL paint
It would appear from this that the development of the
product was driven by Ramond Schultz, who was at the time
(and continues to be) a marketing manager with Dulux. Mr
Schultz would appear to have few formal technical qualifications such as post-graduate degrees, but has worked in the
paint industry since the early 1980s.
Based on investigations by Mr Schultz, Dulux acquired
some pigments which were capable of reflecting infrared
from the Shepherd Color Company based in the US. The
paint which Dulux developed using this pigment was then
sent to Shepherd for testing. These tests formed the basis for
some of Dulux’s later claims.
Dulux engaged in a substantial program of testing for
the new paints. This included sending painted panels to the
Allunga Exposure Laboratory for testing, painting the roof of
a house in Highgate, South Australia, and painting a portion
of the roof of the factory in which the paint was produced.
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These tests seemed to indicate that the surface temperature
of areas painted with the new paints was less than that of
areas painted with standard paints.
On the basis of this and other evidence, marketing materials were prepared. According to the statement of agreed
facts:
In 2009, Dulux had a competition and consumer law compliance policy programme, but, at that time, Dulux’s programme
did not require all marketing materials to be reviewed by
Dulux’s legal group for compliance with consumer laws.
The central admissions that Dulux made were:
Prior to publishing, distributing, and making available the
InfraCOOL Colour card and InfraCOOL Fact sheet, Dulux did
not:
(a) conduct or obtain any studies or tests in which
InfraCOOL Paint was applied to the roof of any house and the
temperature of the interior living space of that house was measured;
(b) conduct or obtain any studies or tests from which it
could be reasonably or accurately predicted that InfraCOOL
Paint, applied to the roof of any house, would reduce the
temperature of the interior living space of that house by 10
degrees; or
(c) conduct any other investigations that verified or substantiated the Admitted 10 Degrees Cooler Representation.
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Dulux admitted that:
The effect of applying InfraCOOL Paint to the roof of a house
on the interior temperature of that house is likely to vary substantially, depending upon the presence of factors including:
(a) roof pitch;
(b) paint colour;
(c) building materials used to construct the house;
(d) internal and external dimensions of the house;
(e) ventilation of the house;
(f) whether and how the house was insulated;
(g) window placement; and
(h) other environmental conditions affecting the house,
including shading, wind and external air temperature.
These factors make it difficult to predict the extent of any
reduction in interior temperature that would result from the
application of InfraCOOL Paint to any particular house.
These products are still sold in some form by Dulux, and
their advertising clearly reflects these conditions.

Weathershield Heat Reflect
This product was developed some time after the InfraCOOL product, as essentially a product extension. If Mr
Schultz was the driving force behind InfraCOOL, then Elizabeth Palazzotto was held equally responsible for WHR by
Justice Siopis.
That said, many of the problems with WHR were the result
of a core technical misunderstanding. As described in the
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judgement:
Mr Kolver, a manager at Dulux, was then responsible for
developing Heat Reflect paint. Mr Kolver proceeded on the
basis that the ASTM calculator could be used to estimate wall
surface temperature reductions associated with the use of
Heat Reflect paint. However, the ASTM calculator was not an
appropriate standard for estimating or predicting the effect
of the application of heat reflective paint to external walls
because the standard was designed for the application in
relation to horizontal or low-sloped surfaces, and the walls of a
house have lower “solar availability” than those surfaces. There
is no ASTM or similar standard that can be used to estimate
wall surface temperature reductions associated with heat
reflective paint.
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In this case, Dulux made the following admissions:
Prior to publishing, distributing, making available or broadcasting each of the materials that conveyed the Exterior Temperature Reduction Representation and the Interior Temperature Reduction Representations, Dulux did not:
(a) conduct or obtain any studies or tests in which Heat
Reflect Paint was applied to the walls of any house and the
interior temperature of that house was measured;
(b) conduct or obtain any studies or tests from which it
could be reasonably or accurately predicted that Heat Reflect
Paint, applied to the walls of any house, would reduce the
temperature of the interior or that house by any significant
amount; or
(c) conduct any other investigations that provided
reasonable grounds for the Exterior Temperature Reduction
Representation and the Interior Temperature Reduction Representation.

Analysis
Probably the most obvious failure by Dulux in this case
was the lack of a process that sought legal guidance for the
statements made in its marketing materials. However, that
compliance issue is only one part of what went wrong, and it
is possible that even if it had been present, it might not have
prevented all the errors.
The second most obvious error was the misapplication of
technical knowledge. In the case of the InfraCOOL roof paint,
the product was extensively tested for its ability to reduce
the surface temperature of roofs, and consequentially the
temperature of roof cavities, but an adequate, tested connection between roof cavity temperature and inner building temperature was not made. In the case of the WHR wall paint,
incorrect assessments were applied.
However, this particular failure goes much further than
just not making the right kinds of tests, or not understanding
which tests really apply. There is also a failure here to understand and to apply fundamentals of the scientific method.
One of those fundamentals is that the scientific method calls
for not only a search for supporting research, but also for
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research that would appear to contradict whatever testing
has determined.
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While Justice Siopis has been quite generous in his judgement of Dulux, it is also true that there were academic and
conference papers available prior to the ACCC bringing its
action which would have alerted Dulux to problems with
the marketing of its paints. In the abstract to their paper
“A review of Heat-reflective Paints”, John Pockt and Martin
Belusko of the Sustainable Energy Centre of the University
of South Australia (not far from where InfraCOOL was developed) state:
Attempts to simplify a complex situation for public consumption means advertising, comments and claims are often made
that are technically incorrect. Measurements from some paint
suppliers show not only the benefits of the paints but also
claims of ‘insulation’ that are unsubstantiated and simply incorrect. Heat conduction through the paint layer actually plays
an insignificant role compared to the total solar reflectivity
and emissivity with lighter colours providing the best surface
temperature reduction. It is also shown that the use of a heat
reflective paint instead of a standard paint for a particular (visible) colour reduces the surface temperature. The benefits of
heat- reflective paints are generally smaller for lighter colours
and very small for pure white. Heat-reflective paints can attract
a premium so there is a point where the added costs do not
warrant use in moderate climate zones.
It can be concluded that the most cost effective solution for
coating roofs of houses against the heat from sunlight is to
paint the roof with a high build gloss Vivid White paint. In
many cases, this is not practical because of the glare. The next
best option is to start with as light as possible a colour and
then to use one or another type of heat-reflective paint with
high reflectance in the infra-red to minimise the surface temperature increase.
https://solar.org.au/papers/10papers/10_134_POCKETT.pdf

That paper was given at Solar2010, the 48th AuSES Annual Conference, held in December 2010. Had it been found
and understood by Dulux, it might have triggered corrective
action.
A third factor to consider is that there were some aspects
of the cases where Dulux successfully argued that its promotional print materials were not misleading, but found that
other materials it produced with a similar message, on the
web, on social media, and in video content, were judged as
misleading. The task of keeping all this media under control
has become a very complex one.
Finally, questions really do need to be raised about Dulux’s
attempts to manage its reputational risk. The “brand fortress”
approach, where anything which is thought to besmirch a
brand is counter-attacked, diminished or denied has ceased
to work terribly well in a world where there is free access to a
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wide range of information – such as the Austlii court references.
It’s worth remembering that Dulux is the same company
that discontinued its marketing relationship with Rolf Harris
in April 2013, with a declaration that:
We recognised that [Rolf Harris advertising] would have limited appeal in the future, given the younger demographic for
the British Paints brand.
If true, this would have to rank as one of the world’s greater coincidences.
This kind of “spin” is understandable in dealing with the
downfall of an endorsing celebrity. It is less suited to a situation where a company has made mistakes that may have directly disadvantaged customers, no matter how few or many.
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HBT State Conference Victoria
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(l to r) Steve Fatileh (HBT), Ashlin Fisher (HBT), Mitch Cameron
(Cameron’s H Hardware), Aimee Innes (HBT), and Betty Tanddo (HNN)
In his opening remarks, Gavin Keane, Hardware Building Traders’ (HBT) group buying
manager for Industrial & Tools Traders,
outlined the growth in HBT. It now has 625
members. Of these 148 belong to the Industrial
and Tool Traders (ITT) segment. The numbers
for competitors are: AIS now has 84 stores,
which is a declining number, ISG has 32 stores,
Tradesmart has 54 stores, CSS has grown to
77 stores and Synergy, which is a breakaway
group from CSS, has 53 stores.
Mr Keane pointed out that the growth in
the ITT segment helped HBT overall, as it had
significantly lifted its profile in product areas
such as power tools and fasteners. This in
turn attracted more attention from suppliers
in those areas, who were motivated by the
prospect of increasing volume.
Steve Fatileh, HBT’s group buying manager,
spent some time outlining HBT’s H Hardware
store initiative. Mr Fatileh began working on
moving more stores into the H program in
April 2016, at HBT’s annual conference, which
was held in Townsville, Queensland.
HBT began by sending out a survey to
prospective H Store retailers. This helped

to identify that many were being held back
by concerns over money, time and a lack of
incentive.
HBT approached the suppliers of some
prospective H Store retailers, asking if they
would contribute to the redevelopment of key
customers into H Stores. Mr Fatileh also did
what he could to help streamline the overall
process, so that it created a minimum impact
on the available time of the retailers.
Finally, HBT lifted the incentive for retailers
moving to the H Store format. Those stores
will receive a special marketing rebate from
suppliers, which will continue for a lengthy
period, delivering additional returns to the
retailers.
The result of these initiatives is that the
number of H Stores will have increased from
the 14 stores that existed in April 2016, to 24
stores by February 2017. Mr Fatileh believes
it is possible for HBT to reach a total of 40
H Stores by the end of calendar 2017. At that
time he sees improved prospects for further
advancing the program to include additional
marketing and other innovations.
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HBT State Conference

(l-r) Alison Gebbing and Nick Upton from Outdoor Timber Treatment
(l-r) Mark Rohde (Abbott Supply) and
Steve Fatileh (HBT)
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(l-r) Steve Fatileh (HBT), Tony Zappulla (Tradeware),
Gavin Keane (HBT) and Colin Rice (Tradeware)

(l-r) Peter England (Hoogies of Yarra Glen) and
Betty Tanddo (HNN)
Cricket legend Merv Hughes and Steve Fatileh (HBT) at
the Diadora stand
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HBT State Conference
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(l to r) Michael Procyk and David Beard from Merlin
Software

Anthony Hardie from Esdan
Plastics

(l-r) Jerrod Katramados and Branko
Popel from Klingspor Australia
(l-r) Tynan Murray and Patrick O’Connell from Airco
Brands
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HBT State Conference
Duralex Paints
HBT has awarded Duralex Paints the contract to supply its home brand “H brand” paint
products.
In an interesting, and quite passionate speech
to the attendees at the Victorian conference, the
company’s CEO, Peter Miranda, outlined Duralex’s product plans, and its committment to HBT.
A long-established brand, which produced a
number of surprising innovations in its early
days, Duralex has chosen to move many of its
premium products into the H brand.
This includes a premium range of interior
paints, and premium exterior paints which are
a rebranded version of Duralex’s SunMaster
range of paints.
These paints are aimed at competing with other top-line paints from Dulux and Taubmans.

New products

Peter Miranda from Duralex Paints
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Duralex has just recently rolled out another
product, a PVA adhesive that also works as a
cement mix, under the H brand. This competes
wth the Selleys Aquadhere and also the Bondcrete products.

Only a manufacturer
Mr Miranda pointed out that Duralex is one
of the few paint companies that has not opened
a channel directly to customers, either in retail
or trade sales. As he put it at the conference,
addressing the attendees, “We’re relying on you
as our outlets.”
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HBT State Conference
Austral

Austral has been competing with a premium clothesline range since 1987. For much of
that time, the primary competitor has been
Hills.
In recent years, however, new players have
entered the market. Bunnings, for example, has launched a range that fits into the
market (in terms of price) between Hills and
Daytec.
Now Austral is launching its own mid-budget line. The Sunbreeze line at the moment
consists of a fold-down clothesline, but before December 2016 there will be an expanded range available. This consists of a rotary,
two more fold-downs, and two retractables
– along with all the required accessories.
Austral sees this as an ideal range for HBT
customers, and it provides reasonable quality at a good price, and as such should appeal
to trade customers.

Ossie Olivo from Austral Clothes Hoists
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John Procopiou from Crompton
Lighting (Gerard Australia)

(l to r) Scott Lappin and Laurie White
from Spear and Jackson

Daniel Rutland from Easy Shed (Durabuilt Products)
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HBT State Conference

(l&r) Peter McDonald and Jason Hill from Century Yuasa
Batteries
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Leo Dunne from Wesbeam

(l&r) Rob Larking and Keith Osborne from Dy-Mark Australia

(l&r) Goran Runje and Shane Hicks from Tasman KB
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HBT State Conference
Vesta

Vesta is a New Zealand based company that has a
unique approach to helping home improvement retailers
deliver effective websites. The company provides effective, hands-on consultancy assistance in a way that is
cost-effective to customers. It helps retailers measure the
success of their website, and devise strategies to improve
results.
This is backed up by a comprehensive service that aids
retailers in providing detailed product information. Vesta
gets this information directly from suppliers, and then
makes it available on retailer websites.
One of the unique features of the company is that it
does not require a contract to be signed for the delivery
of its services. As Justin Newman from Vesta says, trust
is a key requirement for services such as this to work.

Justin Newman from Vesta
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(l&r) Jenny Davies (Trio Group) and Betty Tanddo (HNN)

(l&r) Phillip Gould (Fletcher Insulation) and Steve Fatileh (HBT)
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HBT State Conference

Len Boyd and Tony Begg from ITI Australia
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Sylvia Day and Kaine Wagner from Stramit

(l&r) Chris Maloney and Paul Floyd from Hume Doors &

(l&r) John Harrison and Ralph Richardson from MECA Rack-
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HBT State Conference

(l&r) Jason Martin and Peter Levy from Boral Cement
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Rick Treadwell and Pia Solenowicz from Macsim Fastenings

(l&r) Charlie Young and Robert Cuthbert
from BGC Fibre Cement

(l&r) Sean John and Andrew Stibbard from Bordo
International
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Lowe’s offers shoppers
augmented reality
in this
update:
Porter Cable
release new
tool for
restoring
surface finishes
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Lowe’s offers
augmented
reality
True Value
produces fair
results

Lowe’s is giving home improvement customers
a new way to see their homes through Lowe’s
Vision, one of the first apps using Tango, a Google technology that enables computer vision
software on a phone for augmented reality
experiences. Using the app and the Lenovo
Phab 2 Pro, the first Tango-enabled smartphone,
customers can envisage virtual home furnishings, fixtures and accents in their real living
rooms, kitchens and bathrooms. Kyle Nel, executive director of Lowe’s
Innovation Labs said:
Lowe’s Vision and
Tango bring our customers one step closer
toward eliminating the
challenge of visualising a completed home
improvement project.
Tango transforms the
smartphone into a digital power tool that helps
customers measure and style spaces in their
home with confidence.
By leveraging Tango technology, a set of
sensors and computer vision software from
Google that senses and maps surroundings,
Lowe’s Vision creates a 3D depth sense allowing
customers to measure spaces and envision how
products like appliances and home decor will

look and fit together in a room.
Lowe’s Vision features at launch include the
following:

Power Measure

Quickly and intuitively capture room dimensions and other interior space and surface
measurements with a powerful digital tape
measure.

3D Designer

Select any item from Lowe’s virtual library
and place it in the home
in real-time to style and
preview indoor spaces.

Save, snap & share

After designing the
perfect space, save the
project and share photos
online.

Shopping lists and
reviews

Create a shareable
shopping list and save
to a myLowe’s account. Find additional product
information like reviews, related items and
promotions.
The Lenovo Phab 2 Pro will be available in
December. Lowe’s Vision is a free download in
the Google Play Store.
https://goo.gl/NBT0tc

True Value sees comp sales increase 1.5%
US-based retail hardware cooperative True
Value Co. has achieved
a comparable store
sales increase of 1.5% in
the third quarter. It reported growth in six of
the cooperative’s nine
product categories, led
by farm, ranch, auto,
pet, lawn and garden
and paint.
Revenue was USD1.16
billion, up 0.7% or
USD7.7 million, com-

pared to last year.
Gross billings were
USD1.59 billion for
year to date ending
Oct. 1, 2016, up 1.6% or
USD25.6 million. On
a gross billings basis,
wholesale comparable
store sales were flat
versus the year-earlier
nine-month period.
The retail co-op
posted net margin of
USD20.5 million, up
88.6% from a year ago,

driven by continued
efficiencies in lower inventory provision and
adjustments, advertising costs and freight-in
expenses. President
and CEO, John Hartmann said:
Despite a soft retail
environment, True Value members continue
to see the benefits of
our strategic plan unfold as they grow their
business and engage
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their markets.
True Value also expanded its square footage. In the nine-month
period, the company
added nearly 1,120,000
square feet of retail
space, furthering its
commitment to grow
Destination True Value
(DTV). DTV comparable store sales were up
2.5% year to date.
https://goo.gl/OaUbpI

usa
update

Porter Cable releases new tool
for restoring surfaces
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When Robert Kundel
Jr. couldn’t find the
right tool to remove
rust from the surfaces
of the metal products
his family’s company
works with every day,
he made one with the
help of fellow employee Richard Schley.
Mr Schley previously
worked as a tool and
die employee at Delphi
Packard Electric.
Seven years later,
Kundel’s invention,
The Restorer, can be
purchased at Lowe’s
across the US and next
year is expected to go
on sale in New Zealand, Australia, Latin
America and Europe.
Mr Kundel told the
Tribune Chronicle:
I don’t consider
myself an inventor. I’m
a solutions guy. But because I work here and
we needed a solution
to get something done,
I ended up creating a
tool for our business.
Now it’s available to
others who need it.
He began working for
his father’s business,
Kundel Industries, an
Ohio-based manufacturer of trench shoring
products, when he
was 16. Eventually, he
moved into the role of
chief operating officer
at Kundel Cranes, a
division of Kundel
Industries.
One of the compa-

ny’s biggest expenses
involved prepping
surfaces before welding or painting them.
Typically, Mr Kundel
explained, it used
an angle grinder to
remove rust and paint,
but that left jagged
marks. He said the
prototype he created,
albeit crude, worked so
well to restore surfaces that he decided to
patent and market it.
Mr Kundel showed
his prototype to a tool
company, which made
him an offer that he
declined because, he
said, it didn’t “seem
right at the time”.
He bounced around
among several companies the next few years
before signing a deal
with Stanley Black
& Decker that would
launch his invention
into 1,671 stores.
He enlisted assistance
from Matt Gennari of
Maryland-based Gennari Consulting to get
the product produced.
Mr Gennari, who
worked for Black &
Decker 20 years, is vice
general manager of US
operations for Jinding,
a Chinese manufacturer that produces the
power tool for Wellington Corp.
Mr Gennari said the
invention is a crossover tool that replaces
three devices, two of

which can actually be
dangerous to use.
He’s created a product that replaces 85%
of the applications in
those three tools with
a very safe, ergonomi-

cally designed tool. The
physics of the tool, and
how it works are what’s
truly revolutionary
about it.
The tool, which uses
a wheel that is actually
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an expansive roller,
allows the user to
remove a lot of material rapidly, without
generating the large
amount of heat other
tools create.
Approximately
13,384 units have been
shipped to Lowe’s.
The tool has become
available under the
Porter Cable brand, a
subsidiary of Black &
Decker.
Mr Kundel started a new company,
Wellington Corp., to
contract, manufacture and distribute
the hand-held power
tool that can be used
to polish, buff, sand,
scrub or clean surfaces
by using interchangeable accessories such
as a buffing wheel or
polishing roller. It can
also be connected to a
vacuum, and Mr Kundel said he plans to add
other features including scrubbing brushes
for the multi-purpose
device that “takes the
elbow grease” out of
the job.
He has entered into
a reverse licensing
agreement with Stanley Black & Decker,
meaning Wellington
pays Black & Decker a
royalty to use its name.
https://goo.gl/TVCHIr

europe update
Store closures at
Travis Perkins
in this
update:
B&Q to copy
new format
store across UK
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Homebase
ditches Laura
Ashley line
Wickes revs
up delivery of
online orders
Travis Perkins
announces
store closures

The Guardian reports future demand remain work.
that uncertain ecodifficult to predict”. Mr
Mr Carter said he
nomic environment in Carter blamed the un- expects the market
the UK after the vote
certainty on Brexit and next year to be “soft”.
to leave the EU has led an increase in stamp
He warned:
to Travis Perkins, the
duty on second home
We are working on
builders’ merchant and purchases. He said:
the basis that it is
owner of the Wickes
It [Brexit] is a big part going to be soft, but we
chain, revealing plans of the uncertainty. If
don’t know how soft.
to close more than 30
we were stood here
None of us have expebranches, putting 600 now without Brexit I
rienced this before and
jobs at risk.
Travis Perkins
will close 10 distribution and
fabrication centres as well as
the 30 branches
and is reviewing the future
of its plumbing
and heating
business, which
dropped 3.9%
John Carter & Tony Buffin of Travis Perkins
in year-on-year
sales in the third
quarter of 2016.
think it would have
really it comes down to
The closures will be
been easier to predict
the consumer -- disacross the company’s
2017. The government
posable income and
trade brands, which
took the decision to
consumer confidence.
include Travis Perkins, change the tax status
Travis Perkins
Benchmarx, its kitchen of buy-to-let and we
warned it would
and joinery arm,
had a massive spike
take a GBP40 million
and BSS and PTS, its
in housing transacto GBP50 million
plumbing and heating tions in March [before (AUD66.3 million to
businesses.
the new regulations
AUD82.8 million) hit
Travis Perkins,
started]. That is still
from the restructuring
which employs 28,000 unwinding to get to a
in 2016, although twopeople and has 2,060
consistent level.
thirds of that will be
stores, said it hoped to
There would have
the writedown of the
relocate some of the
been some uncertainty value of its assets and
affected staff to other about 2017 just based
not involve a cash loss.
locations.
on the housing transAlthough Travis
Chief executive John actions, but clearly it
Perkins enjoyed a
Carter said the comis a big uncertainty
3.4% increase in group
pany was making the
because we don’t know sales during the third
cuts because “levels of how Brexit is going to
quarter and a 2% rise
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in like-for-like sales,
which was driven by a
9% rise in sales to consumers, the plumbing
and heating business
contracted sharply.
Mr Carter said the
plumbing and heating
business was “structurally challenged” as
homeowners turn to
online alternatives for repairs
and installation
or defer major
purchases.
Asked if the
company would
consider selling
the business, he
added:
If we could, I
think we would.
The sector is
not attractive to
investors, so it is
our job to fix it.
Travis Perkins is
halfway through a
five-year overhaul of
the group, in which it is
shutting unprofitable
stores and expanding
in better-performing
areas. It is revamping
its Wickes stores and
said it has refitted 50
shops.
https://goo.gl/D3fSFB

europe
update
Homebase ditches Laura Ashley B&Q to copy new
Wesfarmers has axed 22 Laura
istration, with the local and New
Ashley concessions that were
Zealand businesses run under a
format around UK
operating as part of its UK-based
licence agreement with Laura Ash-
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Homebase
ley UK.
stores that will
At the
be converted
Wesfarmto Bunnings
ers invesoutlets.
tor day in
Laura Ashley
mid-June,
is a listed
Bunnings
homewares
chief execand fashion
utive John
group and
Gillam
revealed to inconfirmed
vestors that it
the rewould remove
moval of
its concession
all concesstores within
sions from
Homebase by
Homebase
the second quarter of next year.
stores was proceeding to plan.
It sold paints, wallpaper, home
https://goo.gl/TPZTXU
furnishings and other housewares
through Homebase.
In January, Laura Ashley’s Australian business was placed in admin-

UK home improvement retailer B&Q is
introducing a one-hour click-and-collect
service. It also announced plans to roll out
its new format store -- introduced at Cribbs
Causeway in Bristol -- across 10 stores.
Speaking at Retail Week’s Interior Summit,
B&Q chief executive Michael Loeve said
it would launch up to 10 similar stores by
the end of March. He said the company is
trialling it in different catchment areas to see
how shoppers react, adding that he was keen
to get to the stage where the profit on store
refurbishments would be strong enough to
justify a full implementation.
Mr Loeve admitted that B&Q had “lost focus” in terms of its stores’ designs with some
starting to look “fairly functional” and “a little
bit tired”. The latest store concept aims to
improve this with brighter and more visual
displays, and better in-store navigation as
well as shop-in-shops.

Wickes’ DIY deliveries
Home improvement retailer Wickes has launched “Wickes Hourly”,
a delivery service that provides
customers with
a choice of onehour time slots
for their product deliveries.
The service is
made possible through a
partnership
with delivery
technology
brand, On the
dot, following a
successful trial.
Introduced across the UK, hourly
delivery is designed to make home
improvement shopping quicker
and easier. Whether it is power tool
failure or running out of a product
mid-job, this service offer enables
customers to chose ultra-convenient delivery.
There are over 7,000 products

available through Wickes Hourly
and orders can be made online or
through the customer services
team. Precise
one-hour
windows are
available seven
days a week
and same day,
from GBP9.95
(AUD16.50).
Developed
in 2015, On the
dot is operated
by CitySprint
-- the largest
privately owned courier fleet in the
UK with a regional network of 41
service centres – and supported by
its GPS, SMS and email tracking
technology. Its open API (application programming interface) means
it can be easily integrated into
retailers’ checkouts and ePOS, both
online and in-store.
https://goo.gl/YshmcH
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And, despite the continuation of B&Q’s
plans to close 65 stores across its portfolio,
Mr Loeve revealed plans to open more stores,
particularly in and around London.
B&Q is also planning to launch a one-hour
click-and-collect service next year, enabled
by the introduction of a unified IT system
across parent company, Kingfisher. There
were hints the system would deliver more
innovation, with the promise of “digital services not seen in the market before”.
https://goo.gl/zjxdey

news
Tradies embrace tech
in this
update:
Kennards gets
boost from
online ads
Tradies
embrace
technology
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A report in the Weekend Australian looked
at the increasing popularity of high-tech services and online home
service marketplaces
for tradespeople.
For more than a
decade, Sydney tradesman Varto Barsomian
has been installing
lighting systems in
some of the
city’s finest
homes. A
few years
ago, his
business,
360 Degrees
Sydney
Electrical,
signed up
to the now
Fairfax Media-backed
start-up
Oneflare.
More
recently, he
swapped
to its rival, the News
Corporation-backed
hipages, driven by the
added attraction of
being able to transact
with his customers
online. He said:
A lot of clients prefer
to pay with a credit
card, especially to earn
frequent flyer points.
In March, hipages
struck a deal with
Australian start-up
PromisePay to manage
payments for its
tradespeople, allowing
users to pay for work
online like they would

for an Uber ride. Mr
Barsomian said of the
cash economy that
has long operated in
suburbia.
People want to hold
on to their invoices
and their receipts in
case something goes
wrong. They want
to get every benefit
from every dollar they

has different needs.
Teething problems
with online offerings
involving the registration, licensing and insurance of their users,
disputes over payments and complaints
about poor workmanship have allowed the
Sensis-backed Yellow
Pages and its digital

in next year or two.
Most importantly,
many of the key players in the space are
now tackling the issue
of payments. Cash,
it seems, is no longer
king in the trades
world. But retaining
choice remains paramount. Hipages chief
executive David Vitek
said:
We have an
end to end
approach -- it
is a journey
of many little
steps of adding value and
removing
pain points.
We are not
trying to
force anyone
down a particular path.
In July
Oneflare,
which is
spend. And the trades- offshoot TrueLocal to 35%vowned by Fairman is happy because retain their relevance. fax’s Domain Group,
they get paid straight But the disrupters
launched a new app
away.
are lifting their game, known as Oneflare
Find-a-tradie websupported by new
for Business, which
sites have been operinvestors with deep
gives a user quotes
ating in Australia for
pockets and transacfrom a tradesperson or
more than a decade.
tion volume is growservice expert in their
The likes of hipages,
ing.
area in less than a minOneflare, GetaTradie,
Between all of the
ute. Its chief financial
ServiceSeeking, Who- players, there are up
officer, Brett Kaplan,
CanDo, Tradeezi and
to 300,000 jobs posted said one-third of
Airtasker have all been online each month and quotes from businessfighting for a slice of
the industry spends
es are now submitted
the market long held
about $1.5 billion a
through the app.
by Yellow Pages.
year on advertising.
But unlike hipages,
But local home
Industry experts exOneflare is yet to take
services is a fractured pect that will grow to the leap on payments.
market. Each vertical 500,000 jobs a month
continues next page
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In a new TV campaign for Kennards
Hire, tradies use a
laptop to cut, nail, weld
and high-pressure
hose a patio in tonguein-cheek scenes that
promote the company’s
online options.
Creative agency
Bashful developed
the TV campaign ad.
Tim Chenery, creative
director, explains the
approach:
Kennards Hire’s
website just had a
major upgrade and we
needed Aussie and Kiwi
tool-needing blokes
to know about it. We
wanted to make this
campaign exactly how
a power tool company
would make it; blokes
in workwear, using
tools, doing the jobs
that tools do. But, in
our case, it’s not a saw
or a drill. It’s Kennard’s
Hire new website with
online hiring. The ultimate power tool.

Theo Triantafillides,
Kennards Hire chief
commercial officer
explains:
We needed a campaign that would help
re-frame how the audience saw equipment
hire. For customers,
hiring equipment can
be experienced and
transacted like everything else they do now
— online at a time that
suits them.
At Kennard’s Hire
we’ve always prided
ourselves on our innovation and customer
centricity – Bashful
have captured and
executed that perfectly
with this campaign.
You can view the ad
here:
https://goo.gl/h6Bley

CEO. Mr Kennard takes
over from acting CEO
Bill Whitehouse, who
has led the business
since May this year
and will resume his
position as chief operations officer.
Following in the
footsteps of his father
Andy, Angus will
lead the company his
New CEO
grandfather Walter
founded in Bathurst
Kennards also re(NSW) in 1948.
cently announced the
Mr Kennard has been
appointment of Angus a key member of the
Kennard as its new
board and leadership

team since 2005, and
recently celebrated 20
years involved with the
company. He founded
Kennards Concrete
Care with eight stores
in Australia and New
Zealand. Kennards
Hire chairman Brendan Fleiter said:
Angus was chosen in
a robust and thorough
selection process. He is
ideally suited to grow
and develop the business while ensuring it
remains true to the cultural values that have

made it successful.”
It goes without saying that Angus is exceptionally conversant
with the business and
is well respected from
Kennards Hire branch
level through to industry and channel partners. Together with his
industry knowledge
and commercial skills,
the board is pleased to
formalise his leadership position.
https://goo.gl/y8R9Zp
https://goo.gl/7vICku

He said:
For us, our commitment is to our users.
Our priorities are driven by user-leads. Our
key focus is connecting
them with quality
jobs and the right
customers. Payments
is something we are
investigating -- we are
looking at a number of
different options at the
moment.
ServiceSeeking CEO
Jeremy Levitt, who
started his business

in 2007 and has since
seen $3.2 billion worth
of jobs posted on its
site, isn’t as convinced
that local services can
be booked and paid for
online just like a Uber
ride. He said:
Local services is
never going to be an
Uber-style app where
you find a tradie on
demand. These are
complex jobs. You need
site visits, you need
to eyeball the trade.
You can be introduced

through PromisePay,
but Mr Levitt says the
firm is “also privy to
a lot of conversations
where people want to
work in cash”.
Mr Vitek said the
move away from cash
by tradesmen is about
efficiency.
We are starting to see
that more and more
businesses are moving to get things into
online systems. The
efficiency of the money
flow is better than us-

ing cash...People much
prefer to pay through a
trusted platform, from
a consumer perspective.
https://goo.gl/7wZZuF

Tradies embrace tech (cont.)

on demand but it is a
much more complex
relationship.
As much as businesses might fantasise
about the time everything goes online, as
long as the cash economy remains, tradesmen
want a percentage of
their revenue to be in
cash because it lowers
their tax. Those are the
forces these businesses
are up against.
ServiceSeeking facilitates online payments
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Northern Gold Coast
sugar cane farmers, the
Keith Family of Rocky
Point Mulching has
taken out the Australian Farmer of the Year
title for 2016. In what
could be considered a
challenging time for
farmers in the area,
with talks of urban
development and the
uncertainty surrounding the industry, this is
a major achievement.
The Australian Farmer of the Year award
was announced as part
of a ceremony held at
Parliament House in
Canberra recently. It
caps a busy year for
the third-generation
family owned and
operated business that
focuses on environmental sustainability,
renewable resources
and recovery development.
Rocky Point Mulching is aiming to

position itself among
the leaders in sustainable practices, in both
agriculture and manufacturing. Starting out
as humble sugar cane
farmers,
the Keith
family diversified
farming
practices
to include the
production of
organic,
recycled
garden
mulch.
Its
flagship
product,
sugar
cane mulch, is the go-to
organic garden mulch
for many home gardeners in Australia.
The previous alternative in sugar
cane farming was the
burning of the leaf

that was considered a
waste product. A new
process of keeping the
leaf reduces impact on
the environment and
increases the value of

the sugar cane farming
industry, with over one
million bags produced
and sold annually.
Early 2016 saw the
commencement of
a new
division,
Rocky Point
Recycling,
an urban
resource
recovery
business,
salvaging
waste timbers to create garden
mulches
thus reducing landfill.
The
company is
constantly
the crop, which beneinnovating under the
fits local cane growers Rocky Point Mulching
in the northern Gold
brand, that now covers
Coast, northern New
an extensive range of
South Wales and
feeder and decorative
Bundaberg/Isis region. mulches, along with
It also significantly
potting mixes, garden
adds to the viability of soils, sands and animal
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bedding.
From the early days
of sugar cane farming
under the watchful
eye of Alexander and
Phyllis Keith, the
Rocky Point Mulching
enterprise has always
been owned and operated by family members. Today, there are 13
members of the family
who work full-time in
the business.
Sponsored by Kondinin Group and ABC
Rural, the Australian
Farmer of the Year
award recognises the
farmer who has stood
above their peers in
the field of agriculture.

products
Cat enters
outdoor
power
market

81

rised service network
where they may not be
selling products, but
will be able to offer
aftermarket service.
As part of this
strategy, Caterpillar is
announcing a brand
known as “Cat Home &
Outdoor Power” that
establishes a distribution identity for
businesses that join
the service network.
Caterpillar Inc. has
from … a strategy of
The trademark will be
launched its first-evusing multiple chanrolled out on in-store
er line of portable
nels to take these
signage, displays,
gasoline generator sets consumer-type prodclothing and service
called RP Series, aimed ucts to customers. We trucks to identify
at the home and outare developing omni
authorised sales and
door power market.
channels for specific
service centres that
RP Series generators
products for Caterpil- provide maintenance
range in power from
lar, starting with the
and repairs for the
3.6 to 7.5 kilowatts,
portable generator
latest outdoor power
and are designed to
sets.
products.
provide backup or
Mr McAllister said
There are four
recreational power to the distribution model models of RP Series of
home users but also
starts with Caterpillar gen-sets in the initial
have enough juice for dealers/resellers who US and Canadian
contractors to power
can choose to sell or
release — 3.6, 5.5, 6.5
tools and lights on the service the line of out- and 7.5 kW — with a 12
jobsite.
door power prodThe generators
ucts, depending on
will be available for
specific territory
purchase through a
needs.
multi-channel distriHe said that
bution approach called while many of the
omni channel. Part
contracts for addiof Caterpillar’s newly tional distribution
formed marketing
channels are still
and digital division,
being negotiated,
omni channel brings a they are all retail
different distribution based and would
model to Cat for these fall under terms
and future products.
like “big box” as
Channel developwell as contractors,
ment manager, Tony
wholesalers, and
McAllister told Diesel “etailers”. Mr McAlProgress:
lister said:
Omni channel is a
There are prime
new organisational
product channel
designation within
sales and there will
Caterpillar. It comes
also be an autho-

kW model to follow in
early 2017.
Nick Kelsch, omni
channel marketing
manager, said ease of
use, safety and noise
were the top three
things they heard
about from customers
regarding RP generator sets. This led the
design team to put
everything a user actually touches on the
gen-set in one place.
He said:
The controls, the
plugs, the digital
display are all in one
place on one side of the
unit. In our user testing we watched people
spend a lot of time
figuring out where
the choke was, where
the starter was, where
the oil fill was. So our
industrial design team
paid a lot of attention
to those touch points.
Other RP series fea-
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tures include all-steel
roll cage construction
and a hinged handle
to move the generator,
which is mounted on
two wheels. The gensets use Lithium-ion
batteries on the electric start models, and
have an LED light for
night operation. There
is integrated battery
charging, a 7.9 gallon
fuel tank (4.5 gallon
on the RP3600 model),
and what Cat referred
to as a premium
exhaust muffler and
sound attenuating side
panels.
All of the wiring is
fully protected and
incorporate snap-fit
weatherproof socket
covers.
https://goo.gl/AzVHqT

products

Altoz
previews 2017
mowers
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Manufacturer Altoz
recently gave a sneak
peak of its 2017 models.
Within the 39-model
line-up, the Altoz TRX
was revealed, the
outdoor power equipment industry’s first
zero-turn mower with
tracks.
Dealers/retailers
had an opportunity
to try out the latest
models at the company’s Minnesota (USA)
headquarters and
meet the engineers,
sales, marketing and
production staff

members who play a
part in creating Altoz
zero-turn mowers.
At the event, Altoz’s
owners, Dennis and
Terri Brazier, told
dealers about their
background, the story
of how the business
began and their philosophy in managing
the company.
Among dealers’ reactions was this observation from Jonathan
Sever of Wheels &
Blades in Michigan:
Altoz’s 2017 line-up
is excellent and the

TRX is unbelievable. I
put it in every position
possible on the hill – it
doesn’t slide, it doesn’t
move. If you’re cutting
along highways, this is
definitely the machine
you want.
The TRX is developed
with patent-pending
technology for commercial use on slopes,
lowlands and rough
terrain. Equipped with
rear-mounted tracks
supported by torsional
rear suspension, it
provides the traction,
stability and control
needed to power over
the thickest grass
on slopes. According
to the company, this
happens in the harshest conditions where
traditional zero-turn
mowers can’t effectively or safely cut.
Limited Edition
SS models features
exclusive A-arm inde-

gun with advanced ergonomic features that
enable paint contractors to spray longer
with more comfort.
The ultra-light trigger pull decreases
operator fatigue,
requiring 30% less
force than the
The RX-80 from Titan er trigger pull. With
closest competitive
is a professional airless better-optimised fluid gun.
spray gun rated for
passage, the RX-80 can
The model has
3,600 PSI, providing
have a longer gun life. three interchangepaint contractors with
The wrench is built
able grip sizes and
more staying power
into the trigger guard is outfitted with
and performance.
for easier cleaning,
Infinity® Packing,
For better ergonom- and has an updated,
making rebuilding
ics and handling, it
rugged design.
as easy as reversfeatures Titan’s excluThe RX-80 joins the
ing the seat and
sive Comfort Grip™.
RX-PRO to complete
changing the ball.
The spray gun has
the Titan Red Series
This feature can
an improved swivel,
line of spray guns. It
double the life of
two- and four-finger
has been designed as a the gun.
triggers, and a lightpremium airless spray
The RX-80 works

Titan RX-80
airless spray gun

pendent front suspension with adjustable
coil springs over gas
shocks. Operators
can adjust the front
suspension for varying
conditions to create
the best possible ride.
The XP HD is engineered to deliver
reliability, comfort and
a precise cut. The company said this model
is “a pro’s machine,
built heavy-duty for
people that rely on

their equipment and
demand nothing but
perfection.”
Altoz also said the
XE models are rugged,
reliable and represent
enormous value based
on pricing.
https://goo.gl/m0ve28

with any brand of
paint sprayer with
maximum pressure
ratings of 3,600 PSI. It

comes standard with
the Titan TR1 tip.
https://goo.gl/cJiM8n
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Tough tool
storage
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The ToughBox™
from DeWalt is a tool
storage chest that also
allows for professional
and personal items to
be stored on the work
site.
It is constructed
from a 16-gauge steel
body, a 14-gauge steel
floor, and 7-gauge steel
skids with four-way
skid access. Further reinforcing the
chest’s durability are
11-gauge vertical “ribs”

providing additional
strength and rigidity.
The ToughBox is built
with a full-length piano hinge, stacked and
welded for security
against break-ins. A
three-point locking
mechanism construction also helps
safeguard tools from
theft.
Built with an under-lid storage area,
every square inch of
possible storage space

Aussie
company
takes out
tool award

in the ToughBox is
maximised while the
expansive bottom
area of the box allows
for the bulk storage
of large tools. It is
also compatible with
ToughSystem® Totes.
This provides storage
in the top portion of
the box, helping to
keep users organised
while offering portability to quickly pack
tools and move to the
work area.
The ToughBox is
available in 36”, 42”, 48”
and 60” models.
The product features
two heavy-duty gas
springs/struts for
safely controlled lid
opening and closing,
a reinforced hat for
extra lid stiffness, and
a Finger Groove Lid

as no electricity is required for the magnets
to be effective. This
means that more power goes to the motor,
resulting in increased
efficiency and safety.
The magnetic
grip will not be
lost if there is
a sudden loss
Magswitch Technol- patented shallow-field of power to the
ogy is an Australian
magnetic technology
device. Magcompany headquarthat offers an incredswitch Technoltered near Denver,
ibly strong grip, even
ogy CEO David
Colorado (USA). It has on steel as thin as 1/8- Morton said:
won an award in the
inch. Additionally, the
We are ex“Corded Power Tools” patent-pending base
tremely excited
category with its mag- automatically pivots
to have received
netic drill press, the
to conform to any
such an accoMagDrill Disruptor 30, pipe 3-inches or larger. lade for our
at this year’s Pro Tool This particular feature flagship drill. In
Innovation Awards
caught the judges’
addition to this,
(PTIA) – organised
attention.
we are thrilled
by the well-regarded
Another factor in its to announce
US-based Pro Tools
win is the engineering that the MagReviews website.
behind the MagDrill’s Drill Disruptor
The drill utilises
power distribution,
30 is now avail-

for easy lid gripping.
harsh outdoor eleRecessed side handles ments.
and a lock housing
https://goo.gl/BTdhelp prevent lock cut- VSk
ting. In addition, a rear
rubber grommet allows electrical pass-thru and a powder-coat
finish protects against

able in over 800 United by collaborating with
Rentals outlets across the likes of Coates Hire
the United States. After and Kennards Hire.
having some great
success in the USA, we
would love to do more
back here in Australia
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Yamaha
engines for
lawn and
garden
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The outdoor power
equipment division of
Yamaha Motor Corporation has released a
line of vertical V-twin
engines for the lawn
and garden market.
Yamaha’s MX775VEFI, MX800V-EFI and
MX825V-EFI engines
are purpose built for
commercial landscape
zero-turn radius (ZTR)
mowers.
The MXV-EFI series
of engines combine
Yamaha’s high per-

formance and durability standards with
landscape ZTR-specific
development.
The vertical V-twin
engines deliver
substantial power
and torque – ranging
from 29 certified gross
horsepower to 33
certified gross horsepower. The result is a
smooth, even cut with
consistent speeds even
in difficult high-grass
conditions.
Three valve hemi-

spherical heads, closed
loop electronic fuel
injection (EFI) with
variable ignition
timing, and low-friction design result in
the most fuel-efficient
engines in their class.
The MXV-EFI
engines are made to
create an easier user
experience. Yamaha
product planners and
engineers visited commercial mower OEMs,
dealers/resellers, large
landscapers among
others while developing the MXV-EFI line.
This comprehensive
research and development from multiple
field visits has resulted
in unique features, enhanced serviceability,
and a compact design
that minimises noise
and vibration levels.
Some of the innova-

sions include a strap,
ring cutters, carbide
glass breaker and oxygen tank wrench.
The Skeletool RX is a
diverse multi-purpose
unit for emergency
response situations. It
is packed with specialised features such as a
154cm deeply serrated
The Leatherman
to ensure maximum
blade for more cutting
Raptor Shears and
efficacy when used in surface on clothing or
Skeletool RX Rescue
the field. It is crafted
fibrous mateModel are specialised, from hardy materirials.
personal emergenals such as carbide
The blade
cy response tools,
-- one of the strongest itself is made
designed to help users materials in the world from high
executing the right
outside of diamond.
carbon, alloy,
decision when under
These folding medand corrosion
pressure of exigency.
ical shears are made
resistant
The Leatherman
from 420HC stainless stainless steel
Raptor shears were
steel, an improved
that maintains
developed with expert high carbon (HC) form its edge three
input from special op- of 420 stainless steel
times longer
erations medics, EMTs that is heat treated by than regular
and fire professionals, Leatherman. Its exten- 420 stainless

Leatherman
emergency
tools

tive features include
variety of ZTR mower
easily accessible
frames.
hatches that make for
simple maintenance, a
https://goo.gl/
rotating grass screen
Um6tN6
that protects against
debris clogging, and a
stainless steel muffler
that will fit a wide
steel. Alongside this
is a myriad of tools
including hard-wire
cutters, large bit driver,
needle-nose and regular pliers, and bottle
opener.
The Skeletool RX
boasts a Cerakote™
finish handle that
provides a corrosion
proof protective finish
that resists scratching
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and chipping.
Both units feature
bright orange handles
to ensure easy location in a emergency
situation.

products

Hitachi
extends
nailer line-up
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Hitachi Power
Tools (US) unveiled
the latest additions
to its finish nailer
lineup with a series
of battery powered
cordless brushless
models: the NT1850DE
18-Gauge 2” Cordless Brad Nailer, the
NT1865DM 16-Gauge
2-1/2” Cordless Straight
Finish Nailer, and the
NT1865DMA 15-Gauge
2-1/2” Cordless Angled
Finish Nailer.
This range is powered by Hitachi’s
upgraded compact
3.0Ah Lithium-ion
battery model
BSL1830C (339782). It
has the same capacity as a conventional
3.0Ah Lithium-ion
battery, while the
height is shortened
by 3/4 of an inch and
the weight is 0.6lbs
(.27kgs) less (compared
to Hitachi battery

model BSL1830). Each
cordless finish nailer
comes with a 3.0Ah
Lithium-ion battery.
All cordless nailers
in this series feature
Hitachi brushless
motors for longer
run time, less maintenance and increased
durability. The driving
system used is similar
to Hitachi’s pneumatic
line that has a unique
air spring drive system
that uses compressed
air to drive each nail.
This results in
zero ramp up time,
increased shooting
speed, recoil that feels
like a pneumatic nailer, quicker response
time between fastener
shots, better flush
driving -- even at an
angle -- and easy maintenance with fewer
parts to manage.
They come with an
on-tool battery charge

indicator and toolless depth-of-drive
dial that can be easily
adjusted to adapt
to woods of varying
density. Additionally,
each has a selective
actuation switch that
allows the user to select between sequential mode or bump
fire mode, when rapid
nailing is preferred.
A tool-less, easy-toclear nose makes it
quick and simple to
extract a nail should
one jam during use.
An integrated pivoting belt hook adds
convenience, and can
be adjusted to fit on either side of the nailers
(except on NT1865DMA). A no-mar nose
cap protects the work
surface from markings. The narrow nose
pieces help facilitate
nail placement in hard
to reach areas and
tight corners.
A built-in LED light
on each nailer comes
in handy when working low light areas. The
ergonomically formed,
soft grip handles are
designed for comfort
during extended use.
For added safety,
located on the control
panel at the base of

the handle, is a power
button. When activated, the nailer is ready
for use. It automatically shuts off power
after 30 minutes of
inactivity. Also, a sidelock switch is incorporated to prevent
accidental firing.
The NT1850DE Cordless 18-Gauge Brad
Nailer accepts 5/8” to
2” 18-Gauge fasteners
to tackle trim work,
furniture assembly
and other finish applications. It is capable
of driving up to 1,650
nails per charge.
The NT1865DM Cordless 16-Gauge Finish
Nailer accepts 1” to
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2-1/2” 16-Gauge fasteners to install moulding,
chair rail, cabinetry
and other finish applications. It is capable
of driving up to 1,500
nails per charge.
The NT1865DMA
Cordless 15-Gauge
Angled Finish Nailer
accepts 1-1/4” to 2-1/2”
15-Gauge angled fasteners to tackle almost
any finish project. It
is capable of driving
up to 1,100 nails per
charge. The 34-degree
angle of the magazine
allows the user to
reach into corners or
tight spaces with ease.
goo.gl/iGbYhg
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Makita
creates
sub-compact
class
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Power tool company Makita has
created a new class in cordless
tools with the release of 18V LXT®
Sub-Compact Brushless. They are
the most compact and lightest
tools in the 18V category, giving
tradies/contractors the size and
handling of a 12-volt tool with the
performance, power and compatibility of an18-volt. Carlos Quintana, product manager – cordless,
Makita USA said:
Research on commercial and
residential job sites showed us
that many contractors own both
12-volt and 18-volt tools, and if a
job requires the power of a 12-volt
tool then they’ll definitely reach
for the most compact tool first.
18V LXT Sub-Compact Brushless
tools give contractors the compact size of a 12-volt tool while
remaining in the 18-volt battery
platform, and they deliver the
performance to cover most applications on the job site.
The expansive
Makita LXT System
means an 18-volt
battery from any
LXT tool will
power the 18-volt
Sub-Compact driver-drill and impact
driver.
Both tools feature
brushless motors
that are engineered
for up to 50%
longer run time, increased power and
speed, and longer
tool life.
At 6-3/8 in. and
2.8 lbs. (with 2.0Ah

battery) the 18V
LXT Sub-Compact
Brushless Driver-Drill is built for
a broad range of
applications. For
users running drill
bits, spade bits,
and fastening bits
-- or for electricians running the
commonly used
1-3/8” hole saw -- the XFD11ZB is a
more compact solution for these
widely-used applications. It has
a mechanical variable 2-speed
transmission (0-500 & 0-1,700
RPM) and dual LED lights to
illuminate the work area.
The 18V LXT Sub-Compact
Brushless Impact Driver has
two speed settings and 1,240in.
lbs. of maximum torque for a full
range of fastening applications.
The new Assist Mode (A-mode)
setting helps eliminate “screw
cam-out” and “cross threading”
by driving at low speed until
tightening begins, and is ideal
for driving longer fasteners. At
5-5/16 in. and 2.6 lbs. (with 2.0Ah
battery) it is an ultra-compact
fastening solution with superior
comfort and handling.
https://goo.gl/52GfoI
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At ABSCO Industries, it is our mission to manufacture the best
outdoor storage and garden products available anywhere.
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ABSCO Industries
is a wholly owned
Australian company
manufacturing a
large range of steel
products including
garden sheds, large
outdoor structures
and garden beds.
From its manufacturing facility in Brisbane, ABSCO offers
an extensive range
of over 350 different
types of outdoor
products. ABSCO
Industries has been
the major supplier
of these products to
the hardware and
outdoor building
industries for over
40 years. The good
reputation that we
built up during those
years is now being
recognised throughout Australia and
rapidly expanding
overseas markets.

reduces the time and
effort required. ABSCO Sheds assemble
up to 80% faster than
its competitors.
Most components
are marked with part
numbers which are
also clearly identified throughout the
three dimensional
drawings displayed
in the assembly
instruction booklet.
SNAPTiTE reduces
screws by 75%! It
permanently locks
all perimeter channels to all roof and
wall sheets without
the need for tools
and fasteners. Most
other connection
points have been
fully pre-punched to
maximise the ease of
assembly.
ABSCO has an
ongoing dedication
to product development. Being small
and nimble allows
SNAPTiTE
ABSCO to design
Technology
products that are
ABSCO products
on trend and bring
feature the unique
them to market
patented SNAPTiTE quicker than a traditechnology. This rev- tional manufacturer.
olutionary assembly
system dramatically

For more information,
please visit our website at
www.abscosheds.com.au
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Rocky Point Mulching

Three generations of family producing high quality,
environmentally friendly garden products
Rocky Point Mulching is a
family-owned and operated Sugar Cane Farm and
Sugar Cane Mulch processing plant. The company is completely vertically
integrated, as it grows,
processes and packs its
own mulch.
The company’s history
reaches back to 1949, with
the purchase of a block
of land in the
Rocky Point area
of Queensland
by the company’s
founders, Alexander and Phyl Keith.

throughout Australia.
As the company has
evolved, sustainability
has become increasingly
important to Rocky Point
Mulching. Concerns
about sustainability to the
environment influence
every component of the
business, including the
bi-products created during
manufacturing, and en-

Accidental
innovations
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In the early 1990s, as a
drought swept
through the agricultural areas, the
demand for stockfeed increased
substantially. The
sons of Alexander
Keith developed
mechanical processes
which enabled them to
harvest the sugarcane in
its green state. It could
then be used to produce
high-nutrient stockfeed.
When the rain finally
returned, the Keith family
found itself with a large
number of bales of the
sugarcane which were wet.
Improvising, they sold this
material as mulch to local
growers of avocados.
Now into its third generation of the family, Rocky
Point Mulching products
have expanded to include
a full range of premium
feeder and decorative
mulches, potting mixes,
growing media, sands,
animal bedding and more,
with the products supplied

suring that transportation
logistics are as efficient
as possible to minimise
carbon footprint.
One particular area
where Rocky Point scores
high marks, is that Rocky
Point Mulching Potting
Mixes do not contain peat
or peat product. Environmental damage has been
done to some areas where
intensive mining of peat
has taken place.

for levelling undulations
in lawns, and slow-release
fertiliser to produce a
green, healthy lawn.
The slow release fertiliser
in Lawn Star is designed
to feed the lawn for three
to four months after top
dressing. It is perfectly
balanced with mineral
content and nutrient rich
organic matter along with

to plant directly into, with
no fuss. Active 8 contains
a rich earthly blend of
organic compost, composted chicken manure,
composted cow manure,
blood and bone, gypsum,
fish meal, seaweed extract,
iron, zeolite, trace elements and humates.
Its benefits include:
• Creates a balanced, nutrient rich growing environment that ensures
spectacular growth
• Ideal for planting raised
garden beds, planter
boxes, herb gardens &
large containers
• Active 8 can be used on
all garden types, but is
best suited for vegetable gardens
• Designed to absorb and
retain water
• Ideal in the preparation
of planting fruit trees
and building up garden
beds
• Increases soil nutrient
holding capacity
wetting granules to help
• Reduces the loss of
improve dry, tired lawns.
nutrients by avoiding
leaching
Active 8
• Active 8 is prepared
Rocky Point Mulching’s
and tested under strict
Active 8 is a well-balanced
conditions and is fully
soil improver designed
certified to the Austrafor the home gardener
lian Standard 4454

Lawn Star

Rocky Point Mulching’s
Lawn Star Premium Top
Dress & Feed is a superior
blend designed to enrich
and rejuvenate lawns. This
carefully screened and formulated mix is packed with
excellent mineral content

Phone: 07 5546 2470
Fax: 07 5546 2570
Email: baled@rpmulching.com.au
Web: www.rpmulching.com.au
709 Stapylton-Jacobs Well Road
Woongoolba QLD 4207
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Malco Shear Attachments

Labour-saving, cost-effective, Malco makes power
tools even more capable
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Malco shear attachments
are labour saving and cost
effective.
A metal-cutting power shear is now a more
accessible and practical
job-site addition than ever
before. Cost-effective TurboShear attachments from
Malco Products quickly
insert into the chuck of a
corded or cordless drill,
or impact driver, to make
fast straight, curved or
square cuts in sheet metal,
metal roofing and building
panels.
A sleek, lightweight
aluminium cast shear head
and a compact, moulded
polymer drill clamp allow
maximum portability and
ease to go wherever the
work is. The telescoping
clamp adjusts to fit both
length and width of a drill
motor housing as well as
smaller bodied impact
drivers. The clamp collar
allows the shear head to
be rotated 360-degrees
and set in any position to
optimise tool clearance
and facilitate easy material
flow.
Malco TurboShears can
be operated at high or
low speeds for the control
users need to make precise trim cuts, follow tight
patterns or navigate cuts
over profiles.
A Malco model TSCM
TurboShear attachment
provides enormous value
for both the time savings it
offers and the low investment required to achieve
clean precise cuts in corrugated metal roofing panels
every time.
Specialised, elongated
blades with compact jaws
create a steep 75-degree
offset so that the drill is
held at a more vertical

approach when starting a
cut. As the offset blades
follow the rising angle of a
corrugated profile, the drill
handle or battery pack has
clearance to naturally tip
downward and still clear
the roofing panel surface.
These hardened carbon
steel blades offer long service life in 0.31 to 0.61 mm
steel roofing material.
A versatile model TSHD
TurboShear attachment
features heavy-duty
gearing and larger, wider-opening blades for
cutting up to 1.22mm cold
rolled steel, including layered metal and seams. The
model TSHD is easily manoeuvrable and capable of
making precise trim cuts,
following tight patterns.
With the head rotated for
adequate clearance, it can
also navigate mild corrugated profiles.
Both of the TurboShear
models have a lateral
blade adjustment capability to ensure that cutting
performance and manoeuvrability can be maintained
for the life of the blades.
Replacement blades are
available and can be easily
installed on the job.

Contact
BND Australia on
1300 883 520
for your nearest retailer.
More information on the
Malco range in Australia
can be found at
http://bndaustralia.com.au/
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Merlin Software
Merlin’s
is Australian retail management
software-as-a-service tailored for hardware stores
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Providing retail management software is something of a balancing act
between its true cost (the
software itself, installation
and ongoing support), the
features it provides, and
the way the product fits
with the specific needs of
individual retailers.
What makes Merlin
Software’s Cobalt Retail
outstanding in its field is
that it has found the right
balance between these
elements. By designing
not only the software, but
its provision and support
services, Merlin enables
its clients to get just the
right features, along with
the best levels of support
and service. This makes
using the software convenient and easy, while also
providing a high value
proposition.
At the core of these
innovations is Merlin’s
understanding that the
best way to deliver retail
software is through what
has been called “software
as a service”. Rather than,
as in the old days, selling
software as a standalone
product, then charging
extra for everything — such
as support and upgrades
— Merlin provides Cobalt
Retail for a single monthly fee that covers most
of what a retailer needs,
including regular quarterly
upgrades.
As a result, there’s no initial capital investment, only
a monthly budget friendly
figure to rely on (subject
to each client’s installation
requirements).
This also means that
Merlin works to maintain a
constant relationship with

its customers. The software
costs are also much easier
to forecast and plan, with
the system remaining upto-date, and functioning at
its highest efficiency.

History
Merlin has been providing software for over 30
years, and its Cobalt Retail
product has been around
for 15 years. Its happy
clients include the Sanders
H Hardware in South Australia, the famous Pedders
Suspension Australia-wide
Group, and TAFCO Rural
Supplies in Victoria.

Installation
Replacing existing and
familiar software — even
if it is just MYOB or other
non-customised solutions
— can be a difficult task.
There is bound to be some
business disruption, and a
learning curve. Even when
it is evident the long-term
advantages make the
short-term inconveniences
well worth it, that initial
few weeks spent adopting
a new system can seem
daunting.
Merlin has really thought
through this process with
its Cobalt Retail software.
To begin with, rather than
having retailers struggle
installing software on
their existing computers,
Merlin supplies a complete, high-specification,
fully warrantied server with
the software completely
pre-loaded. There are
simply no concerns at all
about making an installation work.
This server is simply

The Merlin Software team at the Hardware & Building Traders’ 2016
National Conference in Townsville, Queensland. From left: Michael Procyk,
Sam Roberts and David Beard.
Merlin Software organises user group meetings, and regularly attends
tradeshows, making it easy for clients to interact directly with the team.

plugged into the existing
network in the retail management location. To make
integrating the server as
easy and cost-effective as
possible, Merlin offers a
range of assistance even at
this level. The monthly fee
for using Merlin includes
a generous allotment of
time for initial assistance
with installation, including
remote access by Merlin
staff, who can work directly
on the server via an internet connection.
Merlin is equally happy to
provide technical assistance and information to
third-party or in-house IT
support teams, or directly
to retailers themselves, if
they prefer to look after
their own installation
details. Merlin leaves that
choice entirely up to its
Cobalt Retail clients.

Getting started
When the Cobalt Retail
software is up and running,
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there remains (of course)
still quite a bit of setup
work to get done. Merlin
has worked hard to make
sure this process is as easy
as possible for its clients.
For example, in creating
new databases for the
client information, Merlin
supplies its clients with
a set of master spreadsheets. The client fills out
the database details in the
spreadsheet (or exports
the details from an existing system), then uploads
these into Cobalt Retail,
and the necessary databases are automatically
created.
Once again, Merlin is
happy to provide online
support to make this task
easier and faster for its
clients. The company can
also provide on-site staff to
work through the process.

Continues
following page

Inside Cobalt Retail
Cobalt Retail consists of
five separate modules:
Point of Sale (Pos), Accounting, Payroll, Commission Sales, and Ecommerce.
Clients are free to select
all or any of these modules
to use.

PoS: Sales
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Cobalt Retail’s PoS module has been designed to
enable the user to access
almost all of its functions
from a single screen.
The Sales component
includes cash, account
and layby sales, as well as
estimates and suspended sales. It also provides
management features,
such as creating accounts
and products, changing
price level, and calculating discounts to maintain
margins. It also integrates
with the Accounting and
Ecommerce modules.
From a management perspective, the Sales component enables a wide range
of reporting features.
All of these functions are
designed to scale as needed. Cobalt Retail works just
as well for a single store
operation, on up to franchises with over 100 sites.

store, or a group
network.
Merlin has a history of
working with large buying
groups to create integrations with their ordering
systems and other features. This helps to achieve
the best result for both the
stores and the group.

PoS: Customer

Cobalt Retail’s Customer component combines
aspects of accounting with
functions from customer
relationship management
(CRM) software to help
retailers get the most from
their client relationships.
The Debtors Ledger looks
after customer accounts
on an ongoing and historical basis, never deleting
transactions, so that past
accounts can be easily
viewed.
Individual pricing contracts can be recorded,
customer accounts can be
consolidated, customer
details can be used for
marketing purposes.

Merlin Software’s Cobalt retail management system provides a modern,
clean interface, that works the way today’s empolyees expect software to
work.

by the ATO, and preparation of PAYG taxation.

Cobalt Retail
Ecommerce

system enables “real time”
control of sites. Should
one site suffer an interruption to internet connectivity, it continues to function
for normal sales functions,
then reports back to the
centralised system automatically whenever connection is restored.

The Ecommerce module
of Cobalt Retail is designed to make it as easy
as possible for web designers to access the data
they need directly from
Services
Cobalt Retail. This leaves
them free to use the latest
Merlin provides a full
web techniques to deliver range of services to
the best possible web site. support its Cobalt Retail
product. These include:
Accounting module
Cobalt Retail
• Configuration of the
Multi-Site
Cobalt Retail’s Accountsystem to suit your
ing component fully
Users with more than
business
integrates the Sales and
one retail site using Cobalt • Training of relevant staff
Payroll modules. Adding
Retail can access the softin each modulePOS,
supplier invoice details
wares multi-site systems.
computer and other IT
when stock is receipted,
Based on internet technolhardware and software
PoS: Stock
for example, will update
ogy, Cobalt Retail Multi• Hardware quotes from
Hardware retailers need a Accounting, eliminating
Site combines the best of
major suppliers
really robust stock datathe double-handling found connected systems, with
• Website and email hostbase. The Stock compoon some other systems.
the addition of individing under your domain
nent can allocate three sort Cobalt Retail
ual site robustness. The
name (charges apply)
levels of sub-categories to Payroll
Contact Merlin Software:
product files. Stock movement is fully integrated
Designed for small to
08 8354 1600
with Cobalt Accounting.
medium businesses,
sales@merlinsoftware.com.au
Receipting of stock into
and fully compliant with
www.merlinsoftware.com.au
Cobalt Retail will automat- Australian Taxation Office
240-280
Morphett Road. North Plympton, SA 5037
ically generate a creditor
requirements, Cobalt
invoice (or accrual). Suppli- Retail Payroll had help
er information allows stock eliminate such annoyances
to be ordered and tracked, as as repetitive data entry
and stock-take facilities
into separate systems after
ensure accuracy.
a pay run. Its facilities inOf course, the system
clude: Tracking employee
Click here to visit Merlin
scales easily. Retailers can information and accrued
Software’s
YouTube chanmaintain a product and
leave, importing or enternel
for
more
information.
pricing file for a single
ing tax scales as released
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Cowdroy Weatherseal range
Easy-to-install range of weather seals and gap fillers
for windows and doors

Cowdroy’s Weatherseal
range can be integrated into
any design, or fitted by the
consumer to existing doors or
windows. The range is made
as easy as possible to install
and come complete with fitting instructions and self-adhesive backing tape. They are a
cost-effective way to seal gaps
and cut energy bills.
The range of weatherseals
and gap fillers can be fitted to
jambs, faces or edges of most
windows and doors. Choosing
the right product depends on
the specific needs.

CM48 Rubber
Windows & Door Seal

This continuous rubber seal
may be fitted to jambs, faces or edges of windows and
doors. It suits most windows
and doors and will seal against
the rain, heat, cold, dust,
draughts, noise, insects and
seals against rodents. It will
seal gaps 3mm to 5mm, is 5m
long and comes in white or
brown.

CM59 Rubber
Window & Door Seal

This continuous rubber seal
can be fitted to jambs, faces
Gap Filler seals gaps in most and edges of windows and
windows and doors that are
doors. It suits most windows
3mm to 4mm. It is easy to ap- and doors and seals against
ply and saves time and money the rain, heat, cold, dust,
on expensive sealants when
draughts, noise, insects and
large gaps or cracks require
rodents. It seals gaps 2mm to
filling.
3mm, is 5m long and comes in
It is suitable for domestic and white and brown.
commercial applications and is
available in 6mm, 10mm and
CM61 Brush
15mm diameters. The product Window & Door Seal
comes in a 5m roll and is availThis continuous brush seal
able in white.
may be fitted to jambs, faces or edges of windows and
CM14 Foam
Windows & Door Seal doors and seals against the
heat, cold, dust, draughts and
This continuous foam seal
insects. It suits all windows and
may be fitted to jambs, faces
doors and seals gaps 3mm to
or edges of most windows and 5mm. It is 5m long and comes
doors. It is suitable for most
in grey.
windows and doors and seals
against the heat, cold, dust,
draughts, noise and insects.
Contact Cowdroy
It is available in three difCowdroy can be contract by
ferent sizes. CM14 measures
phone
at:
9mm x 6mm, suitable to seal
1800COWDROY
gaps 3mm to 5mm and is 5m
long. It is available in grey and or by email at:
white.
sales@cowdroy.com.au
CM14A is 19mm x 6mm,
The Cowdroy website is
suitable to seal gaps 3mm to
located at:
5mm, is 5m long and is white.
www.cowdroy.com.au
CM14B is 12mm x 12mm,
seals gaps 8mm to 11mm, is
2.5m long and is white.

CM11 Gap Filler
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